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MONDAY
Rain is Likely
High: 49 Low: 37

TUESDiS
WEDNESDAY
Rain / Show
Rain / Snow Mix
High: 50 Lov High: 35 Low: 28

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Rain / Snow Mix
High: 42 Low: 30

Clearing Late
High: 40 Low: 28

Partly Cloudy
High: 36 Low: 26

Partly Cloudy
High: 38 Low: 29

Local Almanac Last Week

I\day's Regional Forecast

Wind Chill Index
Projected Average Wind Chill
49
50

•
42
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This roap shows tlie forecasted
high and low temperatures for
Monday. The format is high/low
and the icon near the city shows
the weather expectedforMonday.

The chart above shows the forecasted average wind chill lempcrature for today and tomorrow. The black bur indicates the
forecast temperature. The grey bur indicates the average wind
chill temperature projected.
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GA Club Pres. Meeting 3:30-5PM
SC203-4-5
Student Panel w/Supv & Coop
4-7PM BR
New Music Festival: Ensemble
7PM Shea 720-2371
Meditation: History & Practice
5PM @ Prince of Peace Colloquium

CCM Open Auditions!
6-9PM HH Rm.201 •

Rainfall for the week
Trace
Normal rainfall for the week . . . . . . . ,0.83"
Departure from normal for the week . -0.83"
Rainfall for the year . . . . . . .
. . 39.13"
Normal rainfall for the year . . . . . . . 41.37"
Departure from normal for the year . . -2.24"
* Precipitation includes snow converted to rainfall

Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Sunrise
7:11 a.m.
7:12 a.m.
7:13 a.m.
7:13 a.m.
7:14 a.m.
7:15 a.m.
7:15 a.m.

Sunset
4:29 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:31 p.m.
4:31 p.m.

Thursday Spotlight
6PM SC Cafe CA720-2271
Festival de Navidad
7:30PM Shea $720-2371
Multi-Cultural Awareness
Planning Committee Meeting

Moonrise
5:03 p.m.
6:03 p.m.
7:11 p.m.
8:23 p.m.
9:35 p.m.
10:46 p.m.
11:55 p.m.

Moonset
7:15 a.m.
8:24 a.m.
9:26 a.m.
10:20 a.m.
11:04 a.m.
11:42 a.m.
12:14 p.m.
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Java & Jazz
SC Cafe

720-3259
For Stress Relief
Visit the Rec Ctr. 720-2777

Public Safety Meeting

Women's Basketball vs.
College of Staten Island
7PM Rec. Ctr.
720-2705

CH-2PM Rm. 215 SCAN

Committee Members Must Attend!!!
"Greater Expectations"
CH SC BR & 2PM SC Rms. 203-5
Languages & Cultures
CH SC 324-25 Bring Your Lunch!

12* 17

12*16
Fall Semester Student Teachinc
& Field Experience Ends

sswveather.cam
Earth'* Landing Wpattiar Prm/ldrtr

Sun/Moon Chart This Week

>A strong cold front will move into
the Ohio River Valley states and the
Northeast by the middle of the
week, bringing heavy rainfall. More
rain is >re across the Gulf Coast states with a
tropicaturbance. The West is fairly tranquil
until tld of the week, when a new system
begins velop. Temperatures will remain sea- LstQtr
sonabless the majority of the country.
12/17
*,**•***

Precip*
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
Trace

AH forecasts, data and graphics
provided by A ccessweather. com, Inc.
© 2000. All rights reserved.
www.accessweather.com

Nmal Weather Summary

Weather History
Pec. 15. 1945 - A' record
December snowstorm hit Buffalo,
' N.Y. Unofficial totals from the
storm just south of the city recorded 70 Inches, while the official
total was 36.6 inches in the city.
Needless to say, travel was crippled for the city and most of New
York state.

Day
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri

BLACK FRIDAY
atWPU
Examination
Period
Begins

CH-1 :30PM SC Rm.215

GOOD LUCK
ON FINALS!

Examination Period
continues....
Submissions for calendar
due Fridays by 5 P.M.
Fax: 720-2093
Email:
beacon @ student.wpunj .edu.
GET THEM IN EARLY FOR
THE JAN 16, 2000 issue.

CAMPUS MINISTRY CLUB
HOLIDAY MOVIE IN THE CENTER

720-3524
« • » • ,
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National News

For Gore, it's likely the last stand
Dec, 10 — Nine justices, three
lawyers, 90 minutes. A hearing
Monday before the U.S. Supreme
Court is effectively Al Gore's last
chance to win a Florida recount —
and the presidency. If the court
sides with George W. Bush, Gore's
bid for the presidency is all but
over. If it sides with Gore, the
Democrat could push forward and
claim he won Florida, and thus the
Oval Office.

would likely remain open to challenge.
,'
In presenting their cases
Sunday to the Supreme Court,
both sides relied heavily on core
arguments they have repeatedly
used in both state and federal
courts. The Bush team maintains
that'
t h e
Florida
court is
meddling in
affairs
it has

As it did last week when it heard
arguments in the related Bush
appeal, the court will distribute an
audiotape of the hearing immediately afterward to broadcasters.
MSNBC Cable and MSNBC.com
will provide the audio as soon as it
is available Monday. The U.S. tele-

rapid-fire political and legal maneuvers.
It started with lawyers for Bush
urging three courts to stop the
recounts, which Florida's highest
court ordered Friday. Then election
workers across the state began
manually counting about 43,000
votes in a
process
b o t h
presidential campaig ns
said was
likely to
'.-...-,
f a v o r
Gore.
Finally, in the spade of less
than five minutes, • a federal
appeals court rejected Bush's
demand to stop the recount, only
-to be trumped by the nation's highest court.
'

Hearing leaves his hopes

THE LEGAL ISSUE to be argued
Monday at 11 a.m. ET is what to do
about the 43,000 so-called undervotes — ballots in which voting n
o
• " . . . •
machines read no selection for power to decide — and thus violat- vision networks, except Fox, have
president. Like the nation at large, ed both the U.S.
also petitioned the
the courts have also been divided. Constitutfon and federcourt to provide live
Joshua Phillips
If the U.S. Supreme Court sides al law. Gore's team
video broadcasts.
• with Bush and chooses to overrule believes that the curThe court has
NEWS SERVICE
the Florida high; court's Friday rul- rent Florida vote tally
also received records
ing, it will effectively mark the end is simply inaccurate
from the Florida
of the Florida recount fight. If the and that the only way to keep from recount cases. Early Sunday, it
justices allow the Florida ruling to "tainting" the electoral result is to was reported that the Florida
stand, Gore may be able to get a allow the recount.
Supreme Court was shipping
final accounting on disputed
about J2.000 ballots from MiamfFlorida counties and thus make the DEFINING A VOTE
Dade and Palm Beach counties to
case that he won the state's pivotal
The difference between the two the U.S. Supreme Court as evi25 electoral votes.
arguments underscores the core dence. But a Florida high court
Bush's lawyers insist that the split in strategy between the two spokesman said Sunday afternoon
recount Gore needs quite simply men: Bush seeks legitimacy in the that was incorrect and that the U.S.
goes against the way the electoral official Florida vote tallies that give Supreme Court had only asked for,
system is set up.
him a slim win, while Gore hopes and was sent, case records.
"The issue is, is Jhe- system to portray those official results as
Saturday's U.S. Supreme Court
appropriate and proper and consti- fundamentally flawed.
ruling capped a breathless day of
tutional? Or does it represent a
Earlier Sunday, Baker said on
change in the law after the game "Meet the Press" that "we're not
has been played?" James Baker, afraid to let every vote be countBush's point man, said Sunday.
ed."
•
. • ' . ' • •
Indeed, if the justices rule in
Watch the latest NBC and
Bush's favor, Gore's lead attorney, MSNBC reports on the Florida
David Boies, said on NBC's "Meet presidential dispute.
'The
the Press," that wouldjrepresent issue is, what is every legal vote?"
"the end of it.... Their voice is final. Baker added, echoing the opinion
They have the power to decide of U.S. Supreme Court Justice
this."
Antonin Scalia, who sided with the
Monday's
showdown
in majority in Saturday's 5-4 decision
Washington underscores just how to suspend the recount pending
compressed the timeline in the Bush's appeal.
election fight has become. It's not
clear when or if the Supreme Court END OF THE LINE?
will make a decision about the fate
House Minority Leader Dick
of the Florida recount, but the first Gephardt, D-Mo., said Sunday he'
in a series of deadlines comes just expected that Gore would concede
one day later: Federal law grants under that scenario. "I believe he
the Florida Legislature power to will" concede if he loses in the
choose a slate of electors if no Supreme Court, Gephardt said on
result is reached by midnight ABC, adding that Bush should do
Tuesday, and- lawmakers are the same if the tables are turned.
almost certain to pick a slate loyal "We should all follow the rule of
to Bush.
law, and I'm positive the vice presr
Because the actual voting by ident will do that, and I think
electors doesn't occur until Dec. George Bush will • do that."
18, they could be chosen after that Gephardt spokeswoman Laura
point, but their validity could be Nichols later said, he wasn't trying
to pressure Gore.
challenged in Congress.
Boies will be representing the
Indeed, the only recourse left
for Gore should he lose in the U.S. Gore camp in the case, formally
high court would be to seek legal docketed as Bush v. Gore. It was
, closure on the few issues unre- earlier expected that Laurence
solved by the Florida court system. Tribe, who argued before the court
Boies declined to predict whether in a related appeal last week,
the vice president might delay a would be arguing the new case. A
concession until another case Gore team lawyer said Boies •
seeking to throw out Florida absen- would argue the case because
tee ballots works its way through he's worked" more closely than
Tribe on the Florida recounts.
appeal.
Arguing for.Bush will be Ted
"I'm not going to say what's
' going to happen in terms of pend- Olson. Florida Secretary of State
ing Florida Supreme Court Katherine Harris has joined Bush's
appeal, and the justices granted
appeals," Boies said.
,
Even if Gore wins the case, the her request Sunday that her lawyer
high court would need to restart be allowed to argue before the
the recount process and have it court as well. Her fawyer will get 10
completed within a half-day — or • minutes of the 45 minutes allotted
else any Gore claim to victory to the Bush team.

Ginsburg and David Souter dis^
agreed in uncharacteristically
sharp tones. Stevens wrote that
the decision was "unwise" because
"to stop the counting of legal votes,
the majority today departs from"
the rules of judicial restraint.
The Florida Supreme Court's
ruling Friday had ended a string of
legal setbacks for Gore. The 4-3
decision overruled a lower court
and ordered a manual recount of
disputed ballots in 64 Florida counties.
The Florida court also ordered
state officials to include votes from
two counties, effectively cutting
Bush's lead in Florida to just 154
votes.
Waiting in the wings was the
Republican-dominated
Florida
Legislature, which met Friday on
the first day of a special session in
which it could select a slate of electors supporting Bush, whatever the
courts rule. Both houses "scheduled committee hearings for
Monday.

JUSTICES
VOICE
DIFFERENCES
, The U.S. Supreme Court's order
accepting Bush's appeal was
unsigned, but the dissent was not. ARGUMENTS IN DETAIL
It revealed that Chief Justice
Among the "unconstitutional
William Rehnquist and Justices flaws" in the Florida Supreme
Scalia,
Anthony
Kennedy, Court decision with which the Bush
Clarence Thomas and Sandra Day lawyers took issue:
O'Connor voted to halt the counts.
Justices John Paul Stevens, CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
Stephen Breyer, Ruth Bader

ATTENTION STUDENTS

AUCMV mum mm smm mm
Join our team and work your way towards fun
in the sun with two roundtrip tickets to the
Spring Break destination of your choice!
Earn $11 per hour conducting fundraising
calls from our office near Willowbrook Mall.

(No COLD CALLING)

available.-JL
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Billiard Clubs vraps up semester
By Janic Davidson
WPU Billiard Club

The WPU Billiard Club started in Spring
2000 with small numbers and has mushroomed to as many as 70 active mernbers
during the Fall 2000 semester.
On any given Tuesday or Thursday between
11 A.M. - 2 P.M. anyone can come observe
and/or participate in the WPU
Billiard Club.
A
WPU
Billiard
Team
was formed with
12 regulars competing weekly in
the
newly
formed
Metro
Inter-Collegiate
Billiard League
(MIBL). Other
teams include
New
Jersey
Institute
Technology, Passaic County Community
College/ Montclair State University, and
Essex-County College. WPU finished in 2nd
place behind NJIT, who.then defeated Perm
State in a special challenge match at the end
of the season. NJIT will go on to Texas in
March 2001 for the National Team
Championship. Next year it could be WPU
as co-captains Arnel Fabian and Janice
Davidson are grooming a host of student
pool players.
Arnel was selected MVP of the MIBL and
will be graduating. Janice will be back to
lead the team and also represent WPU in the
ACUI regionais in Febtjary, 2001. Last Spring

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

The Florida court's action conflicts
with Florida state law and the state
Legislature and thus violates federal requirements that only a state
legislature may set the process of
choosing presidential electors.
The Florida justices' action "created a regime virtually guaranteed to
incite controversy, suspicion and
lack of confidence," wrote Bush's
lawyers, who also insisted that the
court violated federal law by trying
to set rules for resolving election
disputes after Election Day.
The Florida court's method for
recounting votes was "arbitrary,
standardless and subjective," they •
argued. Among the Bush team's
examples: The court took pains to
ensure that the undervotes would
be counted but took no action on
the validity of "overvotes" — bal :
lots on which more than one candidate's name Waspunched.
When Florida Circuit/Judge
Terry Lewis set guidelines late
Friday for a quick, final recount, it
was the "unconstitutional fruit" of
the Florida Supreme Court's ruling. Therefore, the circuit court
was acting based on a flawed
decision, Bush's lawyers argued.
Bush's team also chastised the
Florida court for issuing Friday's
ruling without any mention of the
U.S. high court's last ruling on the
election, which specifically struck
down a previous Florida ruling —
essentially making a case-that the
Florida justices had ignored the
federal justices. AdvertisementThe
Presidential Election and Other
Gore's lawyers countered in

Janice went all , tt w a y t o
^
NationalChampionship m^ 0{ (* Maybe
we could put the besi xteen piayers,or
sweet 16*)16 in North D t a ,
There also were sorft%c}ai events held
during the semester. s i s t a n t Activity
Director Don Phelps hethe annual individual ACUI Billiard , mp ionships for
William Paterson Univty, There were 4
male winners
and 2 female
winners who
will go on to
NJIT
and
Newark
Rutgers campuses to play
in the tri-state
regionals on
Febuary 16
and 17, 2001.
W
P
U
Professor and
A ca d e m i c
Advisor to the"
WPU Billiard Club, andrfessional Billiard
Player Steve Lillis did famous trick shot
show as a guest of I WPU Christian
Fellowship. Professor h as time permits
does shows on college cpuses all over the
USA.
Then in November \ld Famous Trick
Shot Artist Tom "Dr. ClRossman and his
wife and sidekick Martjls. Gue" Rossman
came to town to do theinazing and hilarious billiard show. A retion in his honorfollowed asmany studs
enjoyed
meetingC1!
speaking: to) Dr. Cue I
Ms. Cue up close and -

their briefs that "voters havt
important rights to have their bal
lots counted, and the magnitude o
those rights dwarfs any du<
process claim [Bush and others
assert here." "The- Florida Supreme Court';
order does nothing more thai
place the voters whose votes wen
not tabulated by the machine oi
the same footing as those whosi
votes were so tabulated. In thi
end, all voters are treated equally
ballots that reflect their intent an
counted," Gore's attorneys said;
Other Gore arguments:
Under the same federal law use
by Bush's side, the Florida hig
court was within its rights-to rule.a
it did because the law allows fc
"judicial determination" of electors
disputes; the Florida Suprem
Court was simply clarifying "th
meaning of state law" in it
actions, not changing the meanin
of the law, and the court's action
were "consistent with state law."
, Although the Florida Legislator
can turn to a state circuit court!
resolve .election disputes, as th
Bush team' argued, the Got
lawyers claimed there would t
default be a role for "judich
. review". in that process; Bush
team claimed only that a circL
court would have the right to welt:
in.
If the U.S. justices were to ove
turn the state decision, Goi
lawyers argued, they would "a
an impermissible risk of taintir
the result of the election in Floric
— and thereby the nation."

sonal while enjoying the delicious food prepared by our WPU staff.
Stay tuned as we plan on haying a late
night billiard•" bonanza during"Winterfest
Week" (January 22-26, 2001) here at WPU
with 5 tournaments running side by side
with prizes for all. Tentative date is 10 P.M. to

2 A.M. on Thursday 1/25/01. (*A11 are
Welcome)Plan to attend. We are also looking
for some players to join the billiard team.
Contact Janice Davidson a t 720- 4172 or
email at davidsonj@student.wpunj.edu.

Dr. "Cue" Rossman, a world-famous trick shot artist, shared pool tricks with William
Paterson University students in the Student Center arcade.

nil IsWater?
New

Philosophy section

The Beacon is looking for
students and faculty to
submit original writings on
any philosophical issue.

Call Brandon at (973) 720-3265 or email: beacon@student.wpunj.edu

International News

Beleaguered Barak seeks early poll
JERUSALEM, Dec. J.CT-— In an allbattle for re-election. Many Israelis
BACKGROUND
"It will be impossible to change parliament, the Knesset, he would
or-nothing pdlitical gamble, Prime have grown disillusioned with his the law in time for 'citizen profcably find it just as difficult to OF VIOLENCE
Minister Ehud Barak formally- leadership amid the violence that Netanyahu' to run. So (Barak's) govern and gain support 'for the Israel's political maneuvers took
handed in his resignation Sunday has derailed peace negotiations move will succeed," said political peace process.
'
place against a background of conto Israel's president, a move that with the Palestinians and left more analyst Hanan Crystal.
A poll published Friday in the _ tinued violence between Israeli
r
plunges the CQuntry into a wide- than 300 dead since September.
The main opposition party, Maariy newspaper
showed troops and Palestinian militants.
open election campaign at a time
NBC's Lewis reported that Likud, said Barak's move was a Netanyahu ahead of Barak by 45 to Israeli soldiers shot and. killed a
when
violence
with the Barak ..was expected to. make a transparent ploy to . block 27 percent. The poll of 1,300 Palestinian man who was trying to
Palestinians is also raging.
major push to reach some sort of Netanyahu, but said they would Israelis had a 3.5 percentage point place a roadside bomb ^ear. a
.'
agreement with the Palestinians try to find a way that would allow margin of error.
Jewish settlement just south of
DESPITE THE resignation and before an election in order to woo Netanyahu to run. Jerusalem, army officials said
his sharply declining popularity, Israeli voters. But with only 60
"To do all this in order to avoid RIGHT-WING BACKS
Sunday.
Barak will remain in office heading days and his political survival at a direct challenge from.someone NETANYAHU
A second Palestinian man fled
a caretaker government, and plans stake, few believed that a compre- who is known to have high ratings
Meanwhile, Likud leader the scene near Har Gilo, an army
to seek re-election in a special bal- hensive pact could be reached with in the polls is such a dishonorable Ariel Sharon said he would wel- spokesman said on condition of
lot for the prime minister's post, Palestinian
, come
a anonymity. In a separate incident,
leader Yasser
expected in early February.
change in the army located and defused a
NBC's Dana Lewis reported Arafat.
the election bomb near the Jewish settlement of
from Tel Aviv that Barak's decision
Arafat
laws
that Elon More near Nablus in the West
to quit was seen as a tactical move said
on
would allow Bank, army radio reported.
designed to block his leading rival, Sunday he
Netanyahu
Israel's army chief of staff, Lt.
former Prime Minister Benjamin saw
little
to
run, Gen. Shaul Mofaz, told a Cabinet
Netanyahu, from running for the hope
of
though that meeting Sunday that he believed
prime minister's post. Recent progress on
w o u l d
Palestinian militants were planopinion polls show Netanyahu the
peace
almost cer- ning more bomb attacks.
easily defeating Barak if an elec- front
during
act by a political tainly work against his own ambi- A Palestinian boy launches a stone
tion were held soon.
Israel's election Preston Mendenhall leader that it will tion to become prime minister. 1
at Israeli troops with a slingshot
After explaining his decision to campaign.
come back to haunt
"My opinion is that we need to during clashes in the refugee camp
the Cabinet, Barak gave his letter
I NEWS SERVICE I ,
"Peace talks will
him,"
said allow every citizen, even if Tie is of Rafah in the Gaza Strip on
of resignation to President Moshe stop until the elecJerusalem Mayor , not a Knesset member, to run in Sunday.
Katsev in the afternoon, and it tions are over," Arafat said upon Ehud Olmert, a Likud member. the elections for prime minister,"
In recent weeks, clashes between
takes effect after 48 hours.
his return to the Gaza Strip from Likud has bitterly opposed Barak's. Sharon said Sunday.
•
stone^throwing Palestinian youths
"In order to receive a new man- Egypt. He also accused Barak of peace moves, accusing him of If Netanyahu could run, he and Israeli troop's have declined.
date from the nation for the way in not implementing agreements offering far too much to the would likely be Likud's candidate, However, Palestinians have
which I lead... I decided to submit already reached. "Barak is famous Palestinians' in peace talks and rather than Sharon.
exploded several roadside bombs
my resignation," Barak said in a for not implementing what he's compromising Israel's security.
Polls have shown Sharon and and gunmen have increasingly tar*
brief appearance with Katsev. signed and wasting time," Arafat
Even if Barak wins re-election, Barak running neck-and-neck.
geted Israeli cars traveling on
AdvertisementThe Presidential said.
•Without a change in the makeup of
roads of the West Bank.
Election and Other
Barak's resignation forces the SURPRISE ANNOUNCEMENT
election for prime minister, but not
Barak caught most everyone in
for parliament Under these cir- Israel by surprise in a televised
cumstances, only sitting members speech Saturday night when he
of parliament can run for the prime announced he would be quitting
minister's post. Netanyahu is not a and that elections would be held in
member of the legislature, and just two months.
therefore is barred from being a
Meanwhile, Israeli politicians
candidate.
and analysts immediately began
But Netanyahu on Sunday debating the possibility of amendnonetheless declared "his candida- ing the election law to allow
cy and urged parliament to com- Netanyahu, or anyone else not in
plete legislation that would ensure parliament, to run for prime minishe could run for the office.
ter.
(Just South of Harmon, Across from the DMV)
Barak said he would support
ELECTION WON'T BE EASY
such a proposal, but it was not
Barak, who won a landslide vic- clear whether the change could be
tory over Netanyahu just 18 passed in the short time before the
HIGH-QUALITY SERVICE AND GREAT PRICES, OFFERING
months ago, still faces an uphill planned ballot.

Israel plunged into political
confusion as prime minister
resigns and calls elections

BOD

SHOP

633-5550 1581 Rt.23S - 2nd Floor
CELEBRATING OUR 1 lth YEAR OF

THE ULTIMATE IN TANNING EQUIPMENT, FEATURING
THE LATEST, TOP-OF-LINE VHR TECHNOLOGY!

WEALTH. BANKRUPTCY,
TAKEOVERS. COUPS.
REWARDS. RISKS.
SPIKES* CRASHES.
(ANDTHAT'SJUSTYOUROPENING PARAGRAPH)

Get The Darkest Tan Ever In Our
VHR SUPER &ED

VHR STAND-UP 300TH

(WITH 8 BUILT-IN FACE TANNERS)

THE ONLY ONES OF THEIR KIND I N THE AREA!

$10.00

$9.00

STUDENT SPECIALS

SIX-SESSIONS.

TOE MASTER OF ARTS IN BUSINESS JOURNALISM
VETERAN JOURNALISTS OH FACULTY • AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE
mil' AND PART-TIME PROGRAMS OF STUDY • CONVENIENT LOCATION
212.802.6640 • PARKAVENUE50UTHAT26THST.
WWW.BARUCH.CUNY.EOU/SLAS/MABusJ/
WSAS_GRADUATE_5TUDIES@BARUCH£UNY,EDU

Baruch
THE BIG B IN THE BIG APPLE*

ONE MONTH
UNLIMITED
$49

WEST ANl> BY OUR REPUTATION!
Open 7 Days
Walk-ins Welcome
Gift Certificates

All Beds with Double and
Triple Face Tanners
(no extra charge)
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Campus News

pai?tY
Sunday, Dec. 3,2000 to benefit community children
photos by Susan Ashworth/The Beacon
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In

on Campus
Professional

The Beacon Weekly wants you to join our family.
Interested in Sports? We would love you to cover
on Campus and Professional events, write Sports
Editorials, and Sports Trivia.

ESSENCE MAGAZINE

Famous

J

Now accepting:

1U

short stories or plays,
poems,
pictures,

«

original quotes...
Submissions accepted at SGA
in the.Student Center, Office 306

DEADLINE: December 15th
A great way for aspiring authors and artists to see their work in print.

Contact Ryan at

973-720-3264

ALL works are subject to evaluation and printed at the discretion of
the ESSENCE editorial board.
Works are non-returnable, unless special arrangements are made.

r
Public relations then and now
AUSTIN, Texas — For a fascinating look at public
relations then and now, I recommend comparison of
two apparently disparate but superb pieces of work.
The first is an astonishing book about a long-past and
almost-forgotten agony, "King Leopold's Ghost" by
Adam Hochschild, concerning the Holocaust-like "
destruction of the natives of the Congo between 1890
and 1910 by a hideous system of slave labor. Best estimates are that between 5 million and 10 million people
died — murdered, starved or worked to death — when
the entire Congo River basin was the solely owned
plantation of one man,
King Leopold II of
Belgium.
The second piece,
in an issue of Brill's
Content, is "Making
Bill," an examination
of the public relations
machine that made
Bill Gates the head of
an entirely different
kind of empire. Not
that I am in any way
comparing Gates to
the ruthless and unscrupulous Leopold — the connection lies in the use of public relations. Not only did
Leopold use PR in an astonishingly modern way, but .
the man who almost single-handedly brought an end to
the horror in the Congo also used public relations to
undermine the king. It's an amazing story.
Most of us who read Joseph Conrad's "Heart of
Darkness" remember Mr. Kurtz's last words: "The horror, the horror." The book is now taught as a symbolic
work about evil. Actually, it's more Hke journalism — the
horror was just as real as the policy of chopping off the
hands of natives who did not meet their ivory or rubber
quotas. With no exaggeration, Conrad called it "the
vilest scramble for loot that ever disfigured the history
of human conscience." Conrad was a friend and ally of
E.D. Morel, the British journalist and reformer who crusaded against Leopold for 20 years. Morel's other great
ally was Sir Roger Casement, the Irish patriot who was
later hanged as a traitor by the British who had knighted him. A most extraordinary tale.
Leopold went about first stealing an enormous
chunk of an entire continent and then exploiting its people — in a way so inhumane that it makes one gasp —
by some eerily familiar methods. Posing as an antislavery crusader (I), he carefully planted and nurtured
the notion that enlightened Europeans must step in to
help (!) the Congolese, who were being enslaved by
Arab traders. He then hired lobbyists and paid off journalists to. get first the United States and then Britain
and Germany to recognize his claim to the Congo River
and all the "unoccupied" lands thereof. .
Leopold was shrewd enough to put the explorer and
journalist Henry Morton Stanley, of "Dr. Livingstone, I
presume" fame, on his payroll. He bought influence on
three continents, not only through the tried-and-true
method of cutting government officials in on his

obscene profits but also by controlling the press.
There really is a comical similarity between Leopold's
careful wooing of journalists — he often brought parties
of them to his palace and was a master at flattering
and steering them — and Bill Gates' methods.
According to Content, Gates likewise annually invites a
dozen or so journalists who cover him regularly to stay
with him for a few days at his vacation home in
Washington, flying them in by seaplane. "The off-therecord retreat offers the favored reporters intimate, prolonged exposure to Gates and his ideas," Content
reports.
The parallels
continue: Gates
arid Microsoft have
an estimated 500
public relations
people working for
them, and Gates,
too, has put journalists on his payroll. And like
Leopold, as coverage of his empire
has become more
critical, Gates has fought back, although Content
regards his counteroffensive as counterproductive.
In the bloody and tragic tale of the Congo, at least
there is a hero: Morel, who used public relations for a
nob/e purpose, running what Hochschild says was the
first international campaign for human rights.
(Obligatory disclaimer: I have known Hochschild slightly
for many years.) Morel's greatest weapon was the
truth; he not only documented the system of holding
the women of a village as hostages until the men filled
their rubber quota, but he also kept careful track of the
billions of dollars that Leopold took out of the Congo,
sending back only more guns with which to kill the people.
Morel also worked by influencing what we now call
"the elites." Mark Twain, himself a brilliant campaigner
for human rights in the United States, and Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle in England worked with him.
Morel organized local branches of his Congo Reform
Association in Europe and America, persuaded bishops
and members of Parliament to appear at his mass rallies (what we would call "using celebrities" for a cause),
and tailored his message for different audiences. In
another move now used by Gates, Morel used slides at
his public lectures; those of maimed, natives, sent by
missionaries, were, particularly effective. Leopold in turn
posed as a Roman Catholic victim of the prejudice of
Baptist missionaries, brought his own bishops into play
and cultivated rich industrialists in all nations. Oh, it
was a doozy of a PR battle.
:
If a moral we must find in this odd twinning of PR
campaigns, I suppose it is that PR can be used for
good or ill.— and journalists now, as then, need to be
very careful who they are being used by and for what
ends.
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Before we get
Unless your Visa bill is a monointo his motives,
lith and your poker face Mount
how about we
Rushmorian, I think the issue might be that,
tackle those
an eight-month socialite sweetie hasn't
pesky life toxins
clued in that she's dating a financially chalof yours with tai
lenged homebody. Time to cut off the
chi, a shot of
champagne.
wheatgrass juice,
Why don't you ask her how she feels?
some gently
Surely your differences have presented
strummed zither
themselves in the normal course of
music?
things—say, when she's at swell parties
You just
solo and jetting spa-ward without you. She
dumped him. I
might love you because of your quieter
think it's safe to
traits. Stop feeling inferior. Besides, if you
assume that his
can't be honest with each other about
motives for any
what you want—what you dream about
bizarre or
and will settle for—forget the rest of
unpleasant
your life. Forget the rest of the month.
behavior are to
Before you ask her, though, be relenthurt you back
lessly blunt with yourself. Will spending
because you just
time alone with her on a compromise
dumped him.
schedule—say, a couple or few days a
It may not be
week—be enough for you? She is who she
terribly evolved
is, and that has to guide what you expect.
of him, and that
Dear Carolyn:
may not be a
My boyfriend of six years has a friend who
good thing, but
was spreading rumors that I was sleeping
it's real and it's
around. I've been faithful, and my boyfriend
his call to make.
now knows that this guy was lying.
Likewise,
My problem is I don't want to be in the
your decision to
company of this so-calledfriend,but my
be civil and
boyfriend and all his friends say I should just
bloom and grow
forget about it because they all know how their
was yours to
friend lies about everything. Well, I don't think
make, and of
Should forget about it. I say my boyfriend
course it's always should have more respect far me. —R.A.P.
the right one. But
For such a small word, "should"
it stops being
bears a whole lot of freight.
right the minute
Your boyfriend should punt this friend.
it crosses over
The malicious, parasitic friend shotdd
into your decidsuffer the consequences of his actions.
ing how he's supYour boyfriend should have more
posed to behave. ' respect for you. You should walk if your
He's wounded.
boyfriend won't show you that respect.
He's taking it like
Those are the perfect-world shoulds.
an ill-tempered
Now fiie real-world shoulds:
juvenile. Pocket a
Old friends should look the other way
lesson in grace:
when one of their ranks indulges old
Let it go.
quirks, sometimes even malicious and parDear Carolyn:
asitic ones. These ancient group relationI've been dating ships are complicated, and few would
a woman far about
survive without a whole lot of looking the
Hi Carolyn:
eight months
complimenting mother on haw nice she looks,
other way.
My question is in reference to breaking up etc. (He never complimented me while we were whom I think I could spend my life with. The
As his victim, you should feel free to
on a healthy and positive
issue is that she not only comes have nothing to do with him, independentnote in order to be able to grow and
from a bunch of money, but she ly of your boyfriend and regardless of
learn from a former relationship.
lives a very lavish lifestyle—lots what others think. Two halves of a couple
OK, I've managed to do that (well,
of parties, vacations, etc. I work won't always agree on people, and
er, I'm trying)... but he completely
•really hard just to pay my bills sometimes disagree strongly. Part of the
has not. I broke it off for good, then
deal.
we saw each other at a mutual
As the girlfriend, you should be outfriend's party less than a week after.
without hurting her feelings
raged that your boyfriend even initially
I ended our break-up conversation • .
that I don't want to do (and
believed the rumors from his known-liar
by saying to him, ""Take care, best of luck and I dating.) Although I realize these are very nice . can't afford!) all those things. In her last relafriend. That one, I'm not sure I'd get past.
wish you well." His. response: "Til try."
gestures, 1 am angry because he was downright . tionship, the man zoos very jealous of her
Write to yTellMe About It," c/o The
Anyway, at the party he was as sweet as bluer
rude to me. What are your thoughts
friends. I'm not, I just want to pay my rent
Washington Poet, Style flm,:
berry pie to my (not mutual) friends, offering
surrounding his motivesfor being so kind to
and have time alone with Her. —Broke and In
nm iSth St., tm, Washington, B.C. 20071
tit help one of them move into her new house,
my friends?—Virginia
love
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Unicef's Deadly Mission
"Breast is best," No, it's not the new slogan for
Hooters cestaurant. It's the mantra of breast-feeding
advocates who promote their cause with a cult-like
fervor around the world. Their extremism must be
condemned.
'
I have nothing against breast-feeding. After
weighing the pros and cons, I've been nursing my
5-artd-a-half-month-old daughter since birth.
Mother's milk offers my .baby health benefits that
man-made substitutes can't match. But in the
hands of the United Nations Children's Fund, the
breast-feeding
crusade is killing
the children it's
supposed to
protect.
In a horrific
investigative
report published
in the Wall
Street Journal
this week,
reporters Alix M.

reports that Unicef executive director Carol
Bellamy, a former New York City Council president,
angrily rebuffed efforts by Nestle to assist HIVinfected mothers. Wyeth's offer in 1998 to donate
tons of free formula to African hospitals was
scrapped when company officials simply asked
Unicef not to bad-mouth them publicly.
Bellamy instead insists that the major formula makers comply with an inane U.N. regulatory code —
passed long before AIDS hit Africa — which bans
the distribution of free and low-cost formula. Ayn

tyrjftvr for the Washington
Port. Writer'* Group

Freedman and Steve Stecklow expose Unicef's
homicidal mission to discourage AIDS-positive
mothers from switching to infant formula. The
United Nations' own statistics show that an estimated 3.4 million children have contracted AIDS from
their mothers and died of the disease. Between 1.1
million and 1.7 million of those children, mostly in
Africa, are believed to have been infected with HIV .
through breast-feeding.
There is a very simple solution: feed the babies
formula. Top manufacturers Nestle and Wyeth are
ready and willing to provide tons of tins of free formula to poor women in sub-Saharan Africa, the
Journal reports,'but Unicef adamantly refuses to
support their offers.
The agency's health bureaucrats wield great
influence in the Third World. The head office in
New York is led by anti-corporate activists who care
more about sending political messages to formula
makers than about sending life-saving nourishment
to babies in jeopardy. Unicef's grudge dates
back to the 1970s, when breast-feeding extremists
began a boycott of Nestle and other companies.
The protesters believe the formulamakers "exploit"
underprivileged women in
developing nations by creating a "dependency" on
infant formula.
The companies can't win. When they try to sell
their products abroad, they're accused of profiteering. When they try to give their goods away, they're
accused of public-relations gimmickry. The Journal

I

Rand'couldn't
make this up.
Unicef would
rather throw millions of dollars
worth of formula
out with the
babies, than
undercut collective support for
what they consider a morally supe-

rior choice to breast-feed.
Rather than accept free infant formula and save
lives immediately, Unicef recommends that African
women with AIDS allow their babies to breast-feed
from other women. But there's a good chance that
the babies will simply be getting infected milk from
another woman. One Unicef official blithely supports pasteurized milk as an alternative when moth• ers contract AIDS. But babies don't usually begin
drinking cow's milk until after one year. Without formula, mothers turn to dangerous substitutes such
as sugar water and rice water.
Unicef's lieutenants in the breast-feeding camp
continue to attack, formula as unsafe and unhealthy.
But in the developing world, iron-fortified formula is
often superior to the milk of sick, malnourished
women. Here in the West, we enjoy the comforts of
fresh fruits and vegetables, multivitamins, and folic
acid supplements — not to mention fancy electric
pumps, bottles, and refrigerators to store breast
milk safely when we have to separate from our
babies.
In sub-Saharan Africa, mothers are lucky to eat a
half-cup of rice per day'— and must often work all
day, away from their children, without the luxury of
nannies, wet nurses, and basic health amenities.
Nevertheless, Unicef executive director Carol
Bellamy, told the Journal reporters: ""We continue
to advocate that breast is best."
Even if it kills. '

Rep°Rt
used to think that laudry was a
simple, easy task. All you
have to do is put some clothes "
in a washer, add detergent, wash
them, put them in a dryer, and
then put them away. An easy
process, right? Not so at WPU, .
where even the simplest of tasks
becomes an adventure in
stupidity.
When you want to do laundry,
you first have to prepare yourself.
I don't mean putting your dirty
clothes in a laundry bag or anything like that; I mean sending
scouts down to the laundry room
to check for an open washer.
There's nothing more disheartening than to drag the 30 pounds of
laundry you've accumulated in the

Race: a major issue in cable programming

last month down to the laundry
room only to find that all the
washers are taken and still have •
30 minutes left to go on them. To
bypass this, just send two friends
down to the laundry room. If
there are washers free, one friend
can hold the machine while the
other friend comes back up and
gives you a full report. Now that
you've got yourself a machine,
you think you're home free, right?
Wrong!
If you're not careful, you'll probably get the washing machine
that will break in the middle of
your wash cycle. This has happened to me three times so far-in
fact, I can't really recall a time
when I've gone into the North

Tower laundry room and seen all
.the machines operational. I think
that somewhere, a sadistic fiend
is purposely
booby-trapping the
machines, just
so some poor
sap has to
come back
and wash
their clothes
all over again.
However, if
you can avoid
the sabotaged
washers,
you're halfway
done with
your adven- •
ture. That is,
if your clothes can be found.
In the laundry game, timing is
everything. You have to take
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on't attempt to adjust your these executives are pandering to.
television set if it isn't getEven though television is
ting enough color. It's
Hollywood's perception of reality,
not broken- you're probably just
people still want to see they are
watching one of the major
being equally and fairly reprenetworks. It's no surprise that in
sented. Some people's only con--•
November, members of the
nection to other races is through
•NAACP, the National Latino
accessible mediums such as teleMedia Council, the National
vision, so then shouldn't televiAsian Pacific American Media
sion reflect all the people who
Coalition and American Indians
watch it, not just the greater
in Film banned together to give
majority?
ABC and FOX
"Dark Angel"
a "D minus"/
.
(FOX) featuring
NBCa"Dplus"
'.
Latina, Jessica •
and CBS an "F"
Alba and "DAG"
grade, when it :
(NBC) featuring
comes to
black comed,ian
minority
David Alan Grier,
representation
are only two of a
on their nethandful of shows
works.
with minorities in
leading roles,
Television
while other shows,
executives
such as "Ally
made an effort
McBeal" (FOX)
to make the fall
and "Spin City"
season more
(ABC) integrate
diverse, after
minorities into the
groups like the
supporting cast.
NAACP accused
Erik
Ortiz
the major netMost noticeworks of whiteably, CBS was forced
The Beacon
washing programs
to scrap the majority
last year. The
black cast of "City
of Angels" due to low ratings.
NAACP's main concern isn't that
Some might argue that America
there
isn't ready for a show that stars
are no minorities on television,
mostly blacks, or Latinos or
but there are hardly any in leadNative Americans.
ing roles.
But "City of Angels" was a rare
The National Council of La
exception and it wasfiveonly
Ksza, a watchdog organization
majority black show in the entire
for Hispanics in the entertainwhen a study revealed that
Hispanics have the smallest
representation on network television,
But what's the big deal?
Television isn't reality anyway, so
who cares if there aren't enough
blacks or Asians on shows?
All races watch the tube, but
advertisers and TV execs make
money off of who they think has
the most buying power and will
give their network the greatest
ratings. If blacks, Asians and
Latinos are the groups being
snubbed, then it's apparent whom

minorities a chance in our melting
pot country. Until then, blacks
will still have to settle for "The
Cosby Show" as their television
representation; Asian actors will
have to fight over the
rare karate expert/exchange student/math genius role they've
been stereotyped into; Latinos
will continue to have low representations on prime time television shows, even ones that take
place in the Latin dense Los
Angeles; and Native Americans
will continue to be completely
ignored.

your clothes out of the washer the there are eight dryers and seven
exact minute the cycle is up-if you washers-wouldn't you think that at
least one dryer would be free all
don't, they will be gone. If you're
the time? Of course not!
lucky, a considerate person will
put them in an open dryer for you; Someone invariably puts their
clothes in the dryer for about 180
if you're not lucky, they'll wind up
minutes, just to make surethe
on the floor some place, a
one pair of underwear and two
garbage can, or possibly even
Canada, depending on how much socks they put in there are-extra
dry. If, by chance, you come
an ass the person is.
However, with
Larry Clow
a proper stopwatch, you can
prevent others
from tossing
across a free dryer, I suggest you
your clothes • guard it with your life. Set up a
around and
tent and pull out your AK-47,
hopefully snag
because that dryer willbe fought
a free dryer.
over more than territory in the
Unfortunately,
Middle East.
a free dryer is
If you can get all your laundry
difficult to come done without either getting into
by most of the
a fight over a dryer or losing half
time.
your wardrobe, consider yourself
fortunate. As for me, I'm waiting
It goes withfor a damn dryer and searching
out fail that
for three pairs of underwear and .
every dryer is being used all the
five socks that disappeared. .
time.. What mystifies me is that
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Diversity
The Brainwashed vs. The Indifferent

T

he sale of our democracy
has never been more
apparent than during our
current circus sideshow of an
election. As it is, the American
public is either glued to their
television waiting for the latest
Florida county to recount their
ballots, .or openly fed up and
frustrated with the political system in general. The importance
of this situation is that, while
some Americans wait and devour
every statistic the media can
feed them and others change the
channel in disgust, our democra-.
cy will still fall into the hands of
corporate power whether Gore or
Bush win the race.
Looking back at the race, the
educated voter sees two parties
running campaigns on millions of
corporate dollars. The liberal
Democrats chose, vice president
Al Gore as their candidate, a
second generation career politician who would have to maneuver his way out of President
Clinton's White House scandal
and into the trust of America. On
his half of the "Republicrat's"
soft-money bought media time,
he managed to trick most of the
passive American public into
believing his environmental concerns and catch phrase "I want
to fight for you!" However, intelli-

gent voters, know hishistor.v of
big talk on the campaign trail in
'92 and '96. and his small action
as vice president.

dollar tax-cut plan to the
American public. His public disdain for American bipartisan politics fooled enough of America to
believe that he, like them, was
fed up with the two party all or
nothing American system. The
, Republican campaign worked so
well that many Americans
ignored Bush's hideous Texas
With the Democrat's traditional record on issues such as the
environment, the death penalty,
domination in the women and
and a woman's right to choose.
minority vote, the vice-president
Turning back to the present,
was favored early to mop up the
America sits and waits while their
inexperienced Republican canditwo corporate figureheads
squabble and bicker over the
electoral muscle of Florida,
America's retirement home. For
years, we have been the richest,
most powerful nation in the
world; yet we still do not have
universal health care, police are
still profiling youths and minorities and violating citizens rights
all over the country, kids are still
suffocating mentally in our inadequate public schools, and bur
date George W. Bush. However,
environment
is rotting for the
those who picked Gore out of the
profits of industry. Most imporgate didn't foresee that the vicetantly, our democracy is still •
president's campaign would be
given power to, by, and for the .
lame enough to give this bumcorporate
dollar, and the majority
bling, unqualified Texas governor
of America is brainwashed and
a fair shot. Again, through corpocan't see that because it wasn't
rate funded media exposure,
covered on the 10 o'clock news
Bush recited the Republican's
strategic "compassionate conser- or they are so fed up and indifferent that they don't care.
vative" ideals and sold a trillion
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If you get all FUCKED-up
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PRINKIN6 ANP PRlVlNG KILLS

An Important First Amendment Case
Affecting State Universities

W

hen a state university's
administrator confiscates a student yearbook and refuses to distribute it
because the yearbook is not of
high quality, has the university
violated the students' first amendment rights?
When the same state university
administrator transfers the student
publications coordinator because
she refused to pull some comic
strips from the school newspaper
and refused to stop the publication of a letter to the editor, have
the first amendment rights of the
students been violated?
These were the questions posed
to the United States Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals in the case of
Kincaid v, Gibson that was first
argued on March 18,1999 and
decided on September 8,1999.
Then in a surprise move on
November 29,1999 '
the court vacated
its decision and reheard the case on
May 30,2000. A
new decision is
pending.
The case
involves the student publications
at Kentucky State

publication coordinator was
restored to her position with publishing guidelines and instructions
from the vice-president.
The students sued in federal
court alleging that the actions of
the vicepresident had violated
their first amendment rights. In
1997 a federal trial court entered
summary judgment in favor of the
university and dismissed all of the
students' first amendment claims.
On appeal the Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals affirmed the
judgment of the trial court. Citing
the case of Hazelwood School
District v. Kuhimeier 484 U.S.
260(1988) the court found that the
university did not intend the yearbook to be a public forum. The
court concluded that the university had retained a sufficient degree
of control and oversight to allow it
to impose reasonable regulations
over content and
; distribution.
Because the yearbook had failed to
meet university
standards, the university was within
its rights to confiscate the books,
As for the first
amendment claim
..pertaining to the

spp

could carry impor
court found that
tant ramifications
the students had
for college student
not been injured or
publications
"chilled" by the .
nationwide.
transfer of the stuKentucky State
dent publications
University is a
coordinator. The
state funded public
students apparentuniversity. The student newspaper ly did not know the reason for the
and the yearbook are operated on
transfer and therefore, (hey were
school property and receive fundnot adversely affected. Moreover,
ing from the
the publicauniversity. Back
tions coordiGerry Brennan
in 1992-1994 the
nator had not
SGA Attorney
student editor
censored the
of the yearbook
newspaper as
found herself without much help
instructed.
in putting together a two-year verThe court's reliance upon
sion of the yearbook. She picked
Hazelwood was most unsettling.
the theme, "Kentucky StateHazelwood involved the regulaDestination Unknown." She
tion of a high school newspaper
included photos of public figures
published as part of a journalism
unrelated to the school and she
class. Kincaid marked the first that
chose a purple cover instead of the a federal appeals court had used
school colors of green and gold.
Hazelwood, a high school case, as
The vice-president of student
a basis to uphold regulation of colaffairs was so displeased with the
lege publications.
yearbooks that she decided not to
Ihe students petitioned for redistribute them and secured the
hearing and on November 29,
books with the intent to throw
1999 the court granted their
them away.
request A new hearing before all
13 circuit court judges was held on
The same vice-president critiMay 30,2000.
cized the student newspaper for
At the oral argument, several of
running certain comic strips that
the judges were skeptical of the
poked fun at the administration
university's claim that the yearand other aspects of university
book was not a public forum. At
life. When the vice-president
instructed the student publications least one judge in particular, felt
that confiscation of the yearbook
coordinator to direct the newspaamounted to impermissible alterper not to publish a particular letation of content. A decision is
ter to the editor, the coordinator
expected shortly.
refused on the grounds that such
In the meantime, although the
an action would violate the students' first amendment rights. The decision of September 8,1999 is no
longer valid, the yearbooks are
coordinator was then transferred
still locked away in a university
without notice or a hearing.
storage room..
After a grievance hearing, the
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dow and expose himself to myself
Ahhh....it's and my mother while yelling
the holiday obscenities and destroying our
season.
home. My mother was always
With the
quite terrorized during these
holidays
annual visits.. .1 however found
comes a
them to be both educational and
feeling of
somewhat stimulating. It was
love and
. through these experiences that I
joy. 1 performed my opinions on relationsonally
ships and the art that is love. The
connect
holidays bring out the best in
love with
everyone...and also the love. It
the holiwas Santa's bravado that introdays from
duced me to the art of seduction
the many
and tender love. Being that it is
incidences
the holiday season and I have a
Santa
personal fetish with the season,
Claus
The Love Hut will be dealing
would
exclusively with holiday related
annually
inquiries. Thank You.
expose
Holy Christmas Werhun! I've
himself to
been with my girlfriend for almost
myself and
three years. Unfortunately she has
my mother
chosen the holiday season to end this
during my
relationship. I'm having a terrible
youth.
time dealing with this emotional
Santa
blow,..especially during the holidays.
Claus
Some mornings I feel like I can't even
would
get up. Do you have any advice.
annually
Sincerely,
come burst
Buffalokid@freemail
into our
home on.
Well Buffalo, I feel your pain.
Christmas
This is a terrible time to end a
Eve though
relationship with a significant
either the
other. If you've already tried
back door
repeated phone calls and threats
or a shatwith no response, then it is probatering winbly time to get over her. This will
cide, let alone from drinking alco"The reign of tears is ove
The slums will soon be only • hoi or taking drugs.
I ceadily grant that the ethical
a memory. We will turn our
prisons into factories and or issue is difficult and that men of
goodwill may well disagree.
jails into storehouses and
Fortunately, we need not resolve
comcribs. Men will walk
upright now,
women will
smile, and the
children will
laugh. Hell will
Milton Friedman
be forever for
rent"
the ethical issue to agree on poliThat is how Billy Sunday, the
cy. Prohibition is an attempted
noted evangelist and leading cm
cure that makes matters worse-for
sader against Demon Rgm, graced the onset of Prohibition in eaV both the addict and the rest of us.
Hence, even if you regard present
1920. We know now how tragic?
policy,
toward drugs as ethically
ly his hopes were doomed. New
justified,
considerations of expediprisons and jails had to be built t
ency make that policy, most
house the criminaJs spawned by
unwise.
.
converting the drinking of spirits
Consider first the addict.
into a crime against the state.
Prohibition undermined respect V Legalizing drugs might increase
the number of addicts, but it js not
the law, corrupted the minions o
clear that it would. Forbidden fruit
the law, created a decadent morl
climate-but did not stop the con- is attractive, particularly to the
young. More important, many
sumption of alcohol.
drug addicts are deliberately
Despite this tragic object lesmade by pushers, wrfo give likely
son, we seem bent on repeating
prospects their first few doses
precisely the same mistake in th
free. It pays the pusher to do so
handling of drugs.
because, once hooked, the addict
ETHICS AND. EXPEDIENCY
is a captive customer, if drugs
On ethical grounds, do we ha 8
were legaily available, any possithe right to use the machinery o
ble profit from such inhumane
government to prevent an indivir
activity would disappear, since the
r
ual from becoming an alcoholic
' addict could buy from the cheapa drug addict? For children,
est source.
almost everyone would answer I
Whatever happens to the numleast a qualified yes. But for
ber
of addicts, the individual
responsible adults, I, for one, addict
would clearly be far better
Would answer no. Reason with
off if drugs were legal. Today,
the potential addict, yes. Tell hin
drugs are box incredibly expenthe consequences, yes, Pray fqj
sive and highly uncertain in qualiand with him, yes. But I believe
ty. Addicts are driven to associate
5
that we have no right to use fore '
with criminals to get the drugs,
directly or indirectly, to prevent s
become criminals themselves to
fellow man from committing sui-

Proiibition and Drugs

be especially hard during this sea~
son of love and joy. Your best bet
for forgetting is not even remembering. Just drown your sorrows
in booze! Why be miserable when
getting over somebody. Push
your family and friends away and
take some time for yourself...as
much time as YOU need. A little
liquid silly never hurt anyone!
Werhun, everyone thinks I'm a
pedophile! 1 don't know what the
problem is. For as long as I can
remember, mothers have looked at vie
like an animal. I must just give of a
vibe or something. I recently got a
job working as an elf at the mall. I
was working for less than one week
when I was fired due to repeated complaints from parents and frightened
children alike. I'm a completely normal looking guy and.l've never been
to prison, what the hell is the problem.
Sincerely,
Donuthole@yahoo.com
Wow! That is extremely
strange. Unless you have NAMBLA tattooed on your forehead or
a beard 1 can't imagine what the
problem might be. Maybe you
need to take a more forward
approach to controlling this problem. The next time you notice a
worried looking parent or a child
crossing the street to avoid you,
simple approach them and tell
them "I am not a pedophile"!
Straighten them out before they

finance ihe habit, and risk conany other measure that would
stant danger of death and disaccomplish so much to promote
taw and order?
ease.
But, you may say, must we
Consider next the. test of us.
Here the situation is crystal clear.
The harm to us from.the addiction
of others arises almost wholly
from the fact that drugs are illegal. ~
A recent committee of the
American Bar Association estimated that addicts commit one- .
third to one-half of all street crime
iri the U.S. Legalize drugs, apd
street crime would drop dramatically. Moreover, addicts and pushers are not the only ones corrupted. Immense sums are at stake. It
is inevitable that some relatively
low-paid police and other government. officials-.arid some high-paid
ones as well-will succumb to the
temptation to pick up easy money.
LAW AND ORDER
Legalizing drugs would simultaneously reduce the amount of
crime and raise the quality of law
enforcement. Can you conceive of

have the opportunitytoescape
your presence with a false judgment in their heads. Good luck
Donuthole.
Werhun, it's Christmas time and
I'm still alone... like I am every year.
I'm a 21 year old female and a very
nice person. 1 am almost 250lbs and
my left leg is shorter than my right,
but I'm still a good person. Why
must people be so shallow? I want
someone to kiss at new years.
Fairieprincessmoongoddess@hotmail.com

Why don't you lead by example? Show the world that it's
about more than just appearances.
You can't bring the men to you, so
why not go to them. If there's one
thing I know it's that homeless
men are always looking for a little
ass.. .or a big ass. They just like
ass. However, just because
they're homeless doesn't mean
they are bad people. You're
Romeo might be under a box
somewhere. Don't be SHALLOW
and cast this idea aside. You
should know better than anybody
that appearance isn't everything.
Take a bus to the city and shatter
some stereotypes...Yeah!!!
Note from the diversity editor—
This article is for humorous purposes
only. — AC

accept defeat? Why not simply
end thejinig traffic? That is where
expedience under Prohibition is
most relevant. We cannot end the
drug traffic. We may be able to cut
off opium from Turkey but there
are innumerable other places
where the opium poppy grows.
With French cooperation, we
may be able to make Marseilles
an unhealthy place to manufacture.heroin but there are innumerable other places where the simple manufacturing operations
involved can be carried out. Solong as large sums of money are
involved-and they are bound to be
if drugs are illegal-it is literally
hopeless to expect to end the traffic or even to reduce seriously its
scope. In drugs, as in other areas,
persuasion and example are likely
to be far more effective than the
use of force to shape others in our
image.
Source: Anarchism.Net

You can make a difference in an
animal's life at the Wayne Animal Shelter

Friends Off Wayne Animals
PO Box 3?0i Wayne, Nl 01470
VOLUNTEERS WANTED
Help save the lives of hundreds of homeless pets.
Pet caregivers (feed, clean, walk and pet), adoption counselors, foster homes, clerical.

Do you have a few hours to spare?
Call 973-616-1860 for application.

Diversity

W

inter is such a wonderful time of year. We celehte the
holidays with family and friends, enjoy landscap ,
blanketed with snow, sip steaming mugs of cjdeafter
a long day out in the nippy air, take sleigh rides, go sliding,
skate and ski. Of coursfe, there are also ways to enjoyiis
time of year other than the traditional winter pastimes.
Try furniture racing, for example. Every April in Whitish,
Mont., the Whitefish ,&*+
Ski Resort celebrates the end of
the ski season with
the Big Mountain
•Furniture Race.
The event" started
about 30 years ago'
when a couple of ski
patrollers with nothing better to
do decided to put a couch on some
skis and ride it down the mountain. The combination oivingroom comfort and high-speed, high-altitude exhilaratioevidently tapped a heretofore-unknown need in the humapsyche, because the race has been steadily growing ever nee.
For a $50 entry fee.'anyone can enter. All you heed
some sort of furniture (and for the purposes of this rac<"furniture" is defined very loosely) affixed to skis or snowbirds.
Each craft must have a functioning brake, and every cctestant Has to wear a helmet. Each craft gets only one-rurlown
the hill, and points are awarded for speed, appearancend
accuracy. The accuracy comes in at the bottom of the I,
where a target has been set up; the idea is to get as else to
the target as possible without touching it. A local furnitu
store donates a leather recliner worth $500 as the gran :
prize.
Some entrants go for speed, using lightweight rockin
chairs to make their vehicles. Others go more for creatty,
using items such as armoires, baby cribs, trash cans, tets
and even coffins. Some entrants go for numbers, gettinas
many as 20 people to ride on the craft. The more, the nrri-'
er, I suppose. My favorite, though, is an entire living-roa •
scene, complete with sofa, recliner, coffee table, side tee,
pizza and beer. That's what) call competing in style!
For mofe information, call (406) 862-1955 or visit the/eb
site at www.bigmtn.com.
If you know of an unusual and interesting destinationr •
event, let us know! Our e-mail address is
youramerica@mindspring.com or write to us in care of hg
Features Weekly Service, 628 Virginia Drive, Orlando, a.
32803.
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BY SAMANTHA WEAVER AND AMY ANDERSON

T

he
Gore
campaign didn't
end when
the polls
closed in
Florida On"
Nov. 7.
Instead, the
campaign
continued —
if anything
more furiously.
Indeed,
Wednesday morning, when there appeared
to be.no clear result, Al Gore's campaign
chair Billy Daley appeared on television"
with a statement. The first thing he said
was "The campaign goes ori"
The people around Al Gore are very y
tough. Daley, of course, grew up amid the
most brutal kind of Chicago politics, when
graveyards and vacant lots voted. His
father's (former Chicago' mayor Richard

Daley) police harassed reformers, reporters
and good government types, and the
machine always won.
Donna Brazile, Gore's official campaign
manager, was
kicked out of the
•1988 Michael
Dukakis presidential campaign for
unethical conduct
During this year's
Republican
National
Convention, she
opined that Colin
Powell cared more
about photo ops with kids than about
doing anything for them.
Gore crony Peter Knight has appeared on
CNN to, apparently, "threaten" Florida
Secretary of State Katherine Harris. He said
that "it would be just terrible for her" if she
kept on insisting on the Tuesday 5 p.m.
deadline for submitting results. "Just terrible?" In fact, Florida law requires exactly
that seven-daylimit.

. So the Gore
campaign rolls on. Jesse Jackson has been
trotted out to cjaim that minority voters
have been intimidated, yak, yak, scowling.
Lies abounded.
We were told that
the "butterfly ballot" used in Palm
Beach is "illegal."
Well, Florida law
does specify that
the names listed
on a ballot should
be in a single column, the votes
recorded to their
right. But that section of the law appliesonly to paper ballots. Another section
applies to machine-scanned ballots, of
which the butterfly ballot is an example. Itis perfectly legal, lies to the contrary.
If the Gore gang reminds you of the fight
over impeachment, you are onto something.
Early in the Monica Lewinsky scandal,
President Clinton.commissioned a poll by

Gore and his
Thugs

Dick Morris. Morris reported that pple
would overlook the adultery but ncperjury. Clinton thought for a momenlnd
said, "Well, we'll just have to win pitically."
.
"
The first thing to do was change e subject. So they'declared war on Kenna Starr
and demonized him. Starr became e center of attention. It was uncool to be idgmental" about mere sex.
Now, of course, Harris is playingie role
of Starr ~ it's her head sticking thro;h the
hole in the bull's-eye.
I particularly liked those big, expisive •
ads in "The New York Times," part i the
post-election-day Gore campaign. lone,
declaring a constitutional emergenc
because of the butterfly ballot and em'anding a new election, no less, in Palm >ach,
were the usual Hollywood bozos ar airheads (Bianca Jagger, Rosie O'Donnl,
Robert De Niro) and the usual prosute
academics who support statements ey
could not possibly believe.
This Gore operation is extremely ;ly.
And it probably will get uglier.

willreturn on Tuesday, Jan. 16,200
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Pioneer Times
is 'piece of
crap'
What's in a
domain name?

Editor:
I recently pickecj up a coy of the "Pioneer •
Times." At first I thoughtitvas a joke, then I
realized that it really was aeeble attempt at a
newspaper. Needless to sajit was really bad.
What's up with that? Why :e there two campus
newspapers at William Pateson? Why is the
Pioneer Times so pathetic?
The Beacon is much bettei than the' Pioneer
Times in every aspect. I actally enjoy reading
The Beacon every week. Thei'ioneer'Times had
'articles written by six peopi.lt takes them six
people to write one article? ^rid the articles were
BORING! Most of the Timei news stories (Brett
Banfe, movie reviews, Soprnos lecture, voting,
etc.) were already covered iThe Beacon—months
ago. Also, there were innuiErable grammatical
errors with almost every stcy in the Pioneer
Times. I can't believe the jornalism department
permits a newsletter like th Pioneer Times to be
circulated on this campus v.th so many typos
and punctuation problems.
Are the students who wre for the Pioneer
Times supposed to be journlism students? If
that's the case, WilliamPatrson is showing the •
community what type of jornalism students it is
sending into the workforce.students who cannot
write and students who canot design a paper
that is at least decent. The pisident of the university should pull the plug orfhe Pioneer Times
because it is making the uiversity.look like a
joke. Prospective students ad their parents may
pick up that second grade cws bulletin and
decide that students at Willim Paterson do not
know how to write and prduce a quality newspaper. The Beacon is the onbsaving grace in the
the situation; I hope it circuites at every location
the Pioneer Times circulates
•
I also would like to kriowvhere the money is
coming from for the PioneeTimes since I did not
see any advertisements in ills the money coming from our tuition and fee? If so, I object to my
money being spent on a piee of crap that no one
reads.
T. Michael Dorset

The Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers — a governing
body that controls the earth and most of
the planets in our solar system -r recently announced new domain names.
instead of.just the usual .com (for
commercial),'.org (for organists), and
Jiet (for fishing supply and bait dealers),
domain names will now include .biz (for
business, or in some parts of the country,
"bidness'1), .name (for people with .
names) and .pro (for professionals, such
as myself).
:
I learned what a highly regarded professional I am when I received an e-mail
saying I was a "potential candidate" for a
free listing in the 2000-2001 Edition of
the International Executive Guild
Registry!
.
It was obvious they were very familiar
with the quality of my work because
right at the top it said, "Dear
Professional."
Of course, it could be that .pro actual-

by Don Rood
ly designates professional wrestling
sites, of which there can never be too
many.
•
But despite the additional domains,
we still need more, such as:
• .commie •— It's not fair. We have
.com, but no .commie for our friends of
the pinko persuasion! Ralph Nader, for
instance, with his talk of nationalizing
certain industries, is getting pretty far to
the left. Next election his Web site may
have to be called
.
"naderforpresident.commie," .
• .ez$ —One of the advantages of
Internet access is the opportunity to
receive an endless supply of sure-fire
money-making-opportunities. The .ez$
domain name would help consumers
identify these companies so they could
get started on the road to financial freedom!
Not that all Internet money-making •..
opportunities come from private companies. I recently received an e-mail chain
letter promising big bucks.
' ' ,
I would have trashed it except that the
writer assured me it was legal because—
this is true—"I checked with a friend
who is a lawyer, so it can't be crooked!"
That's all the legal advice I needed!

(Editor's note: If you receive this email
from me, DO NOT BREAK THE CHAIN
or you and your descendants will have
350 years of bad luck!) [Beacon Editor's
Note: OK, Don. We'll takeyour advice.—

• -joke —When it comes to joke-circulating productivity, American workers'
are second to none. Americans, through
the Internet, spread more jokes in less
time than ever dreamed possible.
• Fed Chairman Allen Greenspan credited this productivity with helping hold •
down the high cost of humor.
*
However, during the third quarter of
'2000, economists detected what seems to
be a softening in the rate of joke productivity.
If this trend continues, other countries
may catch up to or even surpass the
American standard of humor.
We need a ".joke" domain to ease
access to the humor-producing companies that help supply the raw material
for office workers' email messages.
• .XXX-— If you can't guess what this
category is for, make an appointment
with your favorite health care professional and asked to be checked for teEtale signs of a lobotomy.

responsibility of the states. However,- for our nation to comhe recent presidential election has gone into the.history pete in an increasingly technological economy with countries.
books asjjne of those events that people will cite as an that are funding the edueafew ®f their yetung people to take
example of democracy at its best: Chaotic at times,
part in this growing global economy, we need to do some
rancorous, but always mindful that in the end,, whoever takes
serious rethinking of our education policies. For example, we
office does so under the law.
should increase federal support for
There is one election result that has
states to pay for raising public
been largely overlooked in the flurry of
school standards across the counrecounts and that is the rejection of
try. All of us benefit by having-a
school vouchers by a margin of 2-1
well-educated population regardwhere they were on the ballot.
less of where our people, live.
As readers of this column know, I
What dp you think?
have never supported the schooi
(FYI: Many of the countries that
voucher program. I have always felt it
are expected to be our major global
would take much-needed funds from
competitors are sending their
the public schools.
young people to America's best
I believe in private
universities. Should we do less for
schools—both secular
our students?)
and religious. I feel they have always been
an important part of our overall educatiohal
Note: If you're in New York this week,, hie yourself to the
system. But a democracy needs a fully funcHudson Guild Theater at 441 West 26 St. in Manhattan to see
tioning public school system to assure that
the play, "Long Road Home." It's a life-affirming story of a bat-.'
everyone has access to the best possible
All tetters to the editor nws« b«
. tered woman's journey out of her personal darkness into a
education we can provide.
.
bright new life.
.
signed and
And that, f believe, is where the problem lies.
I * name and _
^ ^ ^
I believe that education should be the
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Stars

ARIES (March 21 to April
19) Don't be sheepish about
asking more questions
before making a major decision at your workplace. Your
personal relationships continue to improve.
TAURUS (April 20 to May
20) You might be rushed
into renewing an old, cold
relationship. But do you
really want a reheated
romance when there's a
chance to warm up with
someone new?
GEMINI (May 21 to June
20) Someone tells you
something that could lead
you to rethink your plans for
the holidays. But get the full
story before you make a
decision.
CANCER. (June 21 to
July 22) A financial matter
that had you in a dither is
finally being sorted out as
more facts become available. A perplexing personal
matter also clears up.
. LEO (July 23 to August
22) You face a slew of new
tasks at horns and at work.

So, as much as you love
being a social Lion, be careful not to overdo it at those
• pre-holiday parties.
VIRGO (August 23 to
September 22) Unexpected
news could cause some
minor adjustments in your
holiday planning. Defer a
decision about a financial
matter until you have more
facts.
LIBRA (September 23 to
October 22) A project might
not be showing the results
you'd hoped it would by
now. But stay with it -things will soon begin to
turn around.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) That budding
personal relationship continues to develop. Things also
improve in your career,
although some problems
still need close attention.
SAGITTARIUS
(November 22 to December
21) Jupiter, your ruling planet, takes a strong romantic
turn at this time, happily
affecting relationships for

wishes a

both single and spliced
Archers.
CAPRICORN (December
22 to January 19) Allowing a
misunderstanding to go
unchallenged could jeopardize plans you've made for
the upcoming holidays.
Clear the air now.
AQUARIUS (January 20
to February 18) While you
should be open to suggestions on how to plan for the
holidays, you should also be
firm in saying "no" to anything with which you disagree.
PISCES (February 19 to
March 20). Get out from
under all those holiday
preparations and immerse
yourself in a world of musia
You'll soon feel refreshed,
revived - maybe even
reborn.
YOU WERE BORN THIS
WEEK: You believe in the
truth, and you have little
patience with those who try
to hide it. You would make
an excellent judge.

Happy
Hanukkah
Dee. ZZ-Z9

totheWPU
Jewish
community.

mm 'Cntsawnri

Stop wondering if the time is right...The time is now!

PSYCHIC READER
Let Pat help guide you into your future!

STUDENT SPECIAL $10 READING
• Palm & Tarot Card Readings
• Psychic Consulting & Advising
• AvailableforParties
456 Belmont Ave. • Haledon
Same Location 30 Years

ft,

973-956-0579

ACROSS
1 Not quite
closed
5 Doris Day
refrain
9 Junket . _
13 Significance
19 Prepare a
pear
20 Author
Murdoch
21 Run the
show .
22 Five iron
23 Electrician's
favorite
rockers? .
26 Shorthand
inventor
27 Periwinkle,

102 Cuban
currency
105 Ladies of
the lea
107 Hosp. areas
108"—luego"
111 Electrician's
teatime
treats?
115 Wading bird
117 '65
one
68 Buddies
Righteous.
70 South Saas
Brothers
novel
hit
119 Capote, on
71 —Marie
stage
Saint
120-Unforget72 T V s " —
Haw"
tablename
73 Part of
121 Born
USSR
76 Electrician's 122 •"— Gay"
theme
126 One of the
28 Primeval
Titans
upheaval
song?
130 Fleet
29 See
80-—
133
Electrician's
Parkington"
14 Down
favorite
f 44 film)
31 Mil. policy
history
32 Lassie's
81 til's
subject?
address
mother
137 Tidy up
34 Puzzled
82—down
(destroy)
138 Relate
37 Word with
song or dive 83 Melodious 139 "So—You"
McEntire
('77 song)
38 Question for
140—-friendly
a tardy
84 Galba's
electrician?
141 Borgnine or
garment
Gallo
44 Figure
86 First state
142 Award for
46 Nice time
89 Paradise
90 Sleeve type
101 Across
of year
143 Chore
94—nous
47 Genesis
SSCen.
144 Work In the
name
48 Wordy
segments
lab
87-—-Tiki"
Webster
100 Clear the
DOWN
50 Eloquent
windshield
1 Feigns
. equine
101Lorettaof
2 Dear
52 Boa, but
fallow?
not cobra
"M*A"S*H"

1

2

•

3

55 Raven
maven?
56 Dandy
58 Quick
snacks .
60 Rollercoaster
feeling
62 Apparel
66Alaric,for

4

Brightens fixtures.

rum

cocktail
15 Washington
hrs.
16 Words
on an
electrician's
sampler?
17 Lasso
18 Mortise's
mate
24 Wilde work
25 Aim
30 Burro
33 Herd word
35 From — Z
36 Page
37 Bit of
parsley
3>

D!X

39 Craving
40 Parent •
41 Diamond
authority?

42 —Paulo,
Brazil
43 Sally
Struthers'
birthplace
45 Both:
prefix
49 Humble
house
51 Prevent
53 Torn or

93 Stack
role
' 96 Splinter
.group
98 Hold the
deed
99 Safety—
103"—generis"
104 Hospital
worker

MSWaf
57 Perform a
pirouette
59 r — a Lady"
(71 hit)61 Andes

animal
63 Donizetti's
Telislrd'—"
64 Got a galley
going
65 Fancy
dessert
67 Relish
69 Bedtime
reading
73 Mean
Marquis
74 Removes
the cork
75 Poet turned
electrician?
77 Nebbish
78 Marls or
Mattingly
79-Mywordl"
85 Generation
87LaScala •
songs88 Moistens
• 91 Pride

92 Lot size

1*M

110 Lincoln or
Lyman
112 Betting
setting
113 Learn fast?
114 End
product
•
115 Cockamamle
116 Less
adorned
118 Ms. Midler
123 Leave out
124 Turner of
"Peyton
Place"
125 Hill
dwellers
127 — majesty
128 Belligerent
deity
129 Spanish
artist
131 Enjoyed
Thanksgiving
132 — Plaines,
IL
134 Clear one's
throat
135 Common
street name
136 NASA
affirmative

13 114 115

116 17

19

22

23

'"-Ulr

27

Bums toast.

3 Surface
measurement
4 Dwell
5"— vous
plait"
6 Skater
Heiden
7 Loaded
8 Sailing
9 Wagner .
hero
10 Capek
drama
11 Unwell
12 Italian
specialty
13 Mischievous
14 With 29
Across,

CO
CD

Some Girts Just
Do IVIore TTiaii CHliers.
Most gifts are pretty unimaginative. A toaster makes toast. A blender just
blends. And some gifts, no one knows what they're supposed to do.
But giving Savings Bonds now can make a difference for the future—to
help with expenses like college tuition or that first car. They're available
through most banks, where you work, or automatically through the new
Savings Bonds EasySaver™ Plan at
JL
www.easysaver.gov.
' ^ ^ ^ _ ._ _

Call 1-800-4US BOND for
recorded rate information.
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For comploto Information about U.S. Savings Bonds,
v i«it our Won «lto at www.»avlntf»bond«.gov.
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A public service of this newspaper
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Cmperor

Godspeed/ You Black Emperor hit Hoboken
™^

mar-.'

Jacob

W^Si

I arrived at Maxwell's in
Hoboksn just shy of tho ten o'clock
|,*$fafi flrrio, sines the show had boon
• sold out for woil over a month, and I
•t^fanted to get a place naar tho front of
l
tf j#as amazing for mo to picture
jKjuf at Godspeed, You Black Emperor
" \ hero about two years ago with a
o.When the door*

to suffer, and i do mean suffer, through a horrible perfor- •
mance by opening act, Bonnie Prince Billy & Marquis Oe
Tren. They played a watored-down version of Matador.
style India Rock, with painful, off-key vocals. That was not
tho only negative, either as the band members all scared
iho hejl out of me, with their mid-40'a, child molester boards
and mala-psUtorn b3ldness. And to make matters worse,
the lyrics that wore whinod resembled Tourth grade catholic
school sayings^ complete with referoncos to sacrificing , •

iootate'to secure? a i
4g
It was odd to seo Maxwell's
aye been ID numerous shows here over
the last few

dogma at home or m church, is how J feeJ. Soon onough
my aural pain was over (although my physical pain had not
yet begun), as they closed

I997jidont;-.",:iyooal
I terftkasyirf *.*-**«< *
them were, sold ; .Marquis apcfhfe silly J
• out*- Maxwell, \ ^eftstage,Xm^vedupWj
• '" a bolter spot to viaw the .,,
incredible GY9E«.\As the- T
•-•. ' band was setting up on'great night of
stago, there was, political .*
music,*and "*" discussion, concerning the *. *I
couldn't v<ait for ''White an& Black Panther .*
all nin« mero- . Parly movements, 4\ -. '•? . * »|
bersot
; ' - SacjfltllsGk Karl Mar£ and,' :\ <\
-<3od$p.aao\ You »;AnarchyW"' -"- - - " - * * •

recordings,
;
rrtnArdfhds: £veritiially,
^veritualiy, ail
all nine>
nine> members
iiiembers (three
(three "guitarists,
guita»
two bassists, two drummer/percussionists, a cellist, and a ;
violinist) were all on stage and ready to play, md the crowd;
was packed in and psyched. Unfortunately, my physical
pain would now come as one of the percussionists for
Godspeed stood up and asked that the crowd, who were
packed in Hke sardines, sit down to allow the people in the
back to see the stage. This was a very thoughtful request,
which was painfully carried out by the crowd, who became \
quickly aware that the human body takes up more space
siting than it does standing. Needless to say, after I sat
down, J became intimately close with numerous strangers,
But not being able to feel my legs, and all my new friends,
did not prevent me from enjoying GYBE's performance.
They ripped through a two hour set of ambient,
swaying, infetrumentals, ala Mogwai, and blew the audience away wtth their intense energy and audio-visual experience. Their set was accompanied by lots of short films,
directed by Jem Cohen, critically acclaimed director of the •
Pugazi documentary, Instrument. The films featured still •
and moving images, and were mostly timed to go along
with the bands music. This was pulled off surprisingly well.
In a live music atmosphere, as some images on the screen,:
which was located behind the band on stage, interacted
perfectly with the instrumental. One of the most interesting cases of thia featured a jumpy screen shot of train
tracks accompanied,by a very bouncy, rough guitar line and
banging drums, which left you with the feeling that you 4>.
w e » on t h i train rid& in the shot,
/
•/.£

'. *: K Neediesa.to »ay, Qodspeed You Slack Emperor" ~
lived up to, and «xc9«dddt all my expectations, and recto
the MSaxwefi'a crowd, with «n incredible two hour s e t /
Some of the more interesting highlights of their set wer«rv
the dexterity of the guitarists, who played with everything
from their fingers, picks, bows, and screwdrivers, am
skill exhibited by the lead drummer, both in form an^ «*»»-*•
rhythm pectai rounded out the GY
, and ha
avTng Hbboften'lnl^bbd mood, despite the fact Jj
had to limp back to my car, on two fallen asleep 1

t,; i

Skow

E X"A1ST
a few good laughs while Mos Def's
band, jack Johnsor, prepared for
their performance. When the band
was ready, Mos Del came out to an
extremely excited crowd. He started
off by performing a song which utilized a Jimi Hendrk's Band ofGypsys
riff and Mos Def's original lyrics.
They then did their own version of
Sting's "Roxanne." Other fine points
of his performance were "Hip-Hop",
a song off of his latest release, Black
on Both Sides, and when Talib Kweli
joined him and they both launched
into "Definition", off of their well
known project, Mos Defand Talib
Kweli are Black Star.
In between the songs, Mos
explained that the name of his live
band is the name of the first ever
black heavyweight boxing champion.
He also pleaded wilh the audience to
join in on a march set for the next
day to demonstrate about Mumia
Abu-Jamal's situation. After this, I
looked at the clock cm my cell phone.
Seeing it was two in the morning,
andrealizing that I had things to do
the next day, I decided to call it an
evening.
•

Werschulz
Insider Writer

On Friday, December
d the opportunity to
nd listen to the sights
inds of the Lyricist >
Volume 2 record release
xated at Roseland
li on 52nd Street in
Jnfortunately, my broth' had to wait two hours
listering cold and missed
er an hour and a half of.
\ances. When we did
jet in, we were greeted
ast few minutes of a few
•estyling over bee-bop,
irds, Dave Chapelle
ced Cocoa Brovaz, who
strangers to Rawkus getrs after dropping verses
labaam Sahdeeq on
Rhyme I Write" on
mbing 2. They immediew up the spot, capturattention of hip-hop fans

"I am Rock, and:
Roll's Grandson.
Remember
Me?"—MosDef
The crowd responded very well to Talib's
performance, especially when he performed his latest single, "Move Somethin'".
While Talib was still on stage, Pharoahe
Monch came out and performed "Simon
Says", which had the audience bouncing
with their hands waving. Immediately
after that Xzibit made his presence known
and announced the release date of his new
album Restless, which hits the shelves on
December 12. The Michigan native then
proceeded to perform one of his songs off :
luch diversity.
of his hew album.
Next, Talib Kweli came out to perThe whole crew then retreated,
ome of the songs off of his and DJ
leaving
Dave
Chapelle to entertain us with
c 's latest release, Train of Thought.

"They said that
Hip-Hop destroyed
RocMndRoH.
Well, it's about to
save it now."
—Mos Def

photos from
rawkus.com

AWKLJ

Overall I can say that what I did
see of the show vf as excellent.
However I do regret having to leave
before the show <?nded, and.missing
the first two houfs of it as well. My
advice to anyone attending a show that
may be at the Rowland Ballroom is to
try hard as hell to find another venue.
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At the
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about
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Ana
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shituf?admission and
\ not a revolution, just to be
,fuckJ?fiitupis
basically made
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my night. I don'
ers, see things for the first
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time, discontent with the state remember whei
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of complacency that we see so Converge playei
explore as it •
around here lasi
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prevalent in today's society.
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but I do remem
THE WORLD STILL NEEDS
Flying
ber that it was
off t n e
DREAMERS AND I WAS
hell of a long
BORN TO BE THE ONE..."
stage* m a d e
time ago. I bla
Tim Shaw, vocalist and the
more o f t h e
ed to Hoboken
only original member of
crowd's hunger
doing close to
for ad*' 0 "- T h e
Ensign, also shows the listener ninety miles per|
Since 1995, New Jersey
lead vocalist,
an introspective, self- aware side,
hour and made
I lardcore band Ensign has been
i^S full
on "Nine-One-Zero-Zero,"
there in about t
kicking ass and takslee
shoved
which is a nice thing to see minutes. The
the m ' c halfway
ing names. And
PATH
was
horri'
from
the
usually
gruff,
Jacob Claveloux
dowrt his throat.
their latent HP/7",
ble as always
faultless persona that most
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For Wlmt It's Worth
and
packed
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Hardcore singers give off.
smacked
a kid
(Nilro Records), is
people as well.
The first and fourth songs
in tt^e head
no exception. This EP features four on the album are going to be feaWhen I got off
| ic2 witt~i the mic,
brand new .songs by the NJHC
my stop, I lite;
tured on Ensign's upcoming full
probsibly causkings that focus on the precision
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length, The Price of Progression.
ing severe brain damage. The guiAs I ed the
and energy they are known for.
tarist had a cast on and w^is still
With such a
Pete Markowicz
crowded, smokv, Most
wailing out. The vocalist hiimself, *
tight EP, no
Precious Bloocfecision
Insider Writer
photo from nitrorecords.com
along with the half-naked drummer
doubt that
members) were d-stroke,
that slipped and jumped i n t o the
will be a disc
It was almost irrible to
crowd of no one, couldn't even control himself
worth waiting push your way ti front. I saw a girl rush out
as he jumped onto a pile of people t h a t held him
of the pit with bltovering her hands' and
for. In the
upwards. Converge%has a sound of deep, beatnose.
Another
v,
a
guy
this
time,
also
got
meantime,
ing insanity that tries to take over your soul.
hisnose smashi The bottom line is that
though, you
After Converge's short, grueling set, t h e y w
this
hardcore
bs
sick!
They
have
the
greatshould go see
est sound, live < CD, and really draw in the recked everything(meaning their equipment) on
itiktf •« )
Ensign give
stage and proved that they were a force to be
crowd, by the lorf it. If you do happen to
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the killer live
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.
see them, bewathe pit, your nose might be
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" performance
next.
•. they are
Cave-Ls to go on next and
they took their s-ass fucking time
known for.
doing it. These look like glam rock
Who knows,
stars. I rememthen Cave-in was
maybe they
good, what hapd to them? They
will play
sound like pure I seriously almost
j William
passed out witrcqmbination of heat
Paterson
and boredom. ' had these glowing
I University's
toy guns and tiioked really stupid
WPSC studio
waving them aii like little kids. There
again, as they | were times whey would not play any
did last
music but one i. Out of nowhere, a
Spring.
sudden chargeck-out electricity
erupted which what impressed me.
But all-in-all, Cn is boring so don't
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lx>ews Theatres Wayne, NJ
(973)890-0505
Monday -Thursday (12/11 -12/14)

"Beacon" needs writers* tdf
plays.
lfyou*r^in^r^ted$
eon over to The/:Bea<t>n
tiStudent Centeif
can give us $
720-2568 ot

"PROOF OFLIEE" <R) 12:00,1:45,3:00,5:10,6:10,8:40,10:00
"VERTICALLIMIT" (PG13) 12:20,1:20,3:30,4:40,6:30,7:30,9:30^ j
'THE GRINCH" (PG) 12:10, l:00,2:50,4:30,6:20,7:35,9:00,10:00
«102 DALMATIONS" (G) 1:30,4--.10,7:00,9:20
"DUNGEONS & DRAGONS" (PG13) 12:50,3:20,6:40,9:30
"SIXTH DAY" (PG13) 12:30,3:40,6:50,9:45
•'RUGRATS IN PARIS" (G) 2:10,4:50,7:10
•UTTLE NICKY" (K313) 9:10
"MEET THE PARENTS" (PGli) 1:10,4:20,7:15,9:50
"UNBREAKABLE" (PG13) 2;0a, 5:05,7:40,10:15
•MEN OFHONOR" (R) 12:40,3:20,6:25,9:25
"CHARLIES ANGELS" (PG13) 1:25,4:00,6:45,9:40

\
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Finally, B:ly Pat's Pub at William
Paterson Tniversity is becoming a great
place for ollege students to hang out,
drink, am listen to bands play! On
Novembe 16,2000, Residence Life and
the Musicand Entertainment Industry.
Student Asociation (MEISA) sponsored
the "DoesYour Band Rock? Band Expo."
The nightproved to be ah extremely,
entertainig one, and well worth the $1
admissioi price. A total of four bands
played, lie music started out fairly
calm and>rogressed to outright craziness!
Tie first band on was supposed
to be The Down To Earth Approach.
Unfortuntely, the band couldn't make it,
butBranon Hans saved the day. Hans
and Jon.Lillo (the "Approach's" front
man);.bob. William Paterson music students andmembers.of MEISA, played
acoustic jaitar. Brandon learned the

The band consisted of former
,,
members of one of William
Paterson's.most familiar bands,
"Beyond Mirth." The crowd was
overwhelmed. All band members
are part of William Paterson's
music department. I can really see
this band going places. Matt has
great energy as the leading man,
and the backup singing of Andy,
Greg, and Nick was something to
.be noted. Their
songs always
prove to be
unequaled!
Look out for
"The Link" in
future Willy P.
performances.
Last, as they
say, but not
least, came "
Because of the .
Sun." The lead
• singer, Gabe Lugo,
led the band into
pretty insane music.
The crowd, which
consisted mainly of
Gabe's fraternity brothers and other "Because of the Sun" fans,
went wild. Unfortunately, none of the
guys wouldmosh with me! The band
also included member of MEISA, Mike
Haughey on drums, his brother Bill
Haughey on guitar, and Mike Wilson oh
bass.

songs, normally
Joanne Shenton
played by Jon's
band, in only
Insider Contributor
two days and
did a great job.
The audience was very impressed with
the performance. Jon and Brandon
were the perfect beginning to the night.
Next up was Pequannock, New
Jersey's "Casual Blue." Slightly more
upbeat (perhaps because they weren't
just acoustic), this band had it all
together. Their equipment was top
notch and was very professional. Look
out for them; we just might see them
getting a label deal soon!
The
third band
up was
"The Link,"
in their
debut per^
formance.

Between sets, Josh Nicosia,
member of MEISA and head of MEISA's
Pioneer Record Label committee, spun
some tunes. He focused on house music,
which some students had a hard, time
dancing to. I guess most of the students
are more used to mainstream club music.
It was too bad, because Josh did a great
job.
•
' . .
Raffle tickets were also sold at

One Under 17
Admitted
prospects for the future,
Chris English
Prohibitinj minors
and it is easy to see how
from seein; a film
viewers of any age
Insider Writer
because of ts
could find it disturbing.
"Sexual Catent"
Keeping minors
usually indcates that the film is
out of the theaters showing
pornograpdc and lias received an
Requiem raises the issue of parental
"X" ratingbut for Darren
supervision, if not censorship,
Aronofskys Requiem for a Dream,
according to Professor Anthony J.
the decisici to exclude anyone
Mazzella of the William Paterson
under 18 fom seeing the film.—
University English Department.
whether o;not they are accompaProfessor Mazzella, who teaches the
nied by a prent—was made by the Films and Literature course and has
film's prosuction company. Artisan had his examinations of the film
Entertainrmt, in an effort to sideadaptations of Henry James' novels
step an N<17 rating, despite the
published, cites the long-standing
ban's urtirended consequence of
attitude of Americans toward films,
"eliminatin; people who may stand
one that-endorses (and financially
to gain thonost from the film's har- rewards) raw violence in films
rowing scoes of drug use—teens.
while finding raw sexuality unacTie movie, an adaptation
ceptable. He also points out that
of Hubertielby Jr.'s novel, was
Artisan Entertainment's decision to
given an KZ17 rating by the Motion exclude minors affects parents,'as
Picture Aso'ciation of America,
well. "They have decided in
leading Atisan to reject the rating
advance of parents deciding,"
and releas the film as unrated
Professor Mazzella said, "that the
while askig theaters to admit
parents are not able to make that '
adults onl. One scene of a private
decision."
sex party aems to have led to
• It is unlikely that most .
RequienVjrating difficulties. That
parents would want their children
scene, depcts the character Marion
to witness the ugly descent of
Silver, plaed by Jennifer Connelly,
Requiem's characters'into suband how fer addiction determines
humanity that the film details so
just how ir she will go in debasing viscerally, but the inevitable downherself to cquire the heroin she
ward slide of the characters' lives
craves. Th scene gives the viewer a makes a compelling, if sometimes
chilling inight into the pitfalls of
brutal, warning against the drug
addictiontnd an extremely bleak
abuse that frightens so many of
view of Mrion's situation.and
those same parents.

the event to raise money for MEISA's
Pioneer Records, Pioneer Records was
developed this year through MEISA and
will be run entirely by the members, with
the help of their advisor, Dr. Stephen
Marcone. Be sure to be on the lookout
for their first album release next semester, which will surely include some of the
bands we saw this night.
.
All in all, the night was funfilled. Although it got off the ground a

little late,' everything met the high expectations of William Paterson students.;
Please look out for future MEISA events
including the Battle of the Bands on r
January 27,2001 in Billy Pat's Pub to be
co-sponsored by the Audio Engineering
Society and the Student Activity.
Programming Board and SAPB's,
Springfest event "Get 'Leid' at the Pub" .
featuring "The Nerds" to be co-sponsdred by SAPB and the Junior class.
Thank you to all the bands,
members of MEISA, Resident Assistant
Allison Smith and the William Paterson
Community for making this night one
that really rocked!

$2.50 IMPORT PINTS (ALL NITE)

11/9 HUMBLE BEGINNINGS LEFT BEHIND

$2.50 IMPORT PINTS (TILL MIDNIGHT)

11/10 THE FOURTH
DJ SPINS DANCE MIX AFTER SHOW

DJ HIPPIE HEATS THE FLOOR
W/ HOUSE & DANCE CLASSICS
DJ VIC ROCKS THE LOUNGE
W/ ALTERNATIVE & RETRO

GMJ>
$.50 DRAFTS
$2.50 CORONA
$2.50 IMPORT PINTS

DJ RALPH COSTA SPINS '80s DANCE
& BEYOND
GIRLS ADMITTED FREE
$2.50 IMPORT PINTS (TILL MIDNIGHT)

Directions: Rt. 46 East to Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic exit, go to right
of ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first traffic light,
make a right onto Broadway.

373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK • 973-365-0807

fUCK

nemtion
Poetiv • Shoif^Stories
Reflections • Pilables

could list, in detail
;
a plan that would nurse every starving child
or a cure for every human ailment
but your arrogance affects you like that of Oedipus' needles;
it blinds you.
Such a short Anglo-Saxon word stops any positive
progress in the brain of Tipper
and causes her to commission other lonely housewives
to petition against hip-hop music.
And when the FCC bands Public Enemy
they sit back in their lazy-boys and release a sanctimonious sigh.

COIORS OF TEMPTATION
UP$HOVER .W THK BtACKeKEP ROOM.
MUSIC,
TO EMTlCt
5UPPENIY,
PIERCES THfCWMOR

in,

:

'

&ENSUAL

FUCK-any introspective thought on the perils of existence
will no longer intrigue you,
that word will be the only focal point resonating in your
skull.
Either you are ruled by your puritan ideas
and the very word causes a feeling of abhorrence to •
rise in you
like the mercury in the rectal thermometer of a ill infant.
Or perhaps you are too indulged in the epicurean side
of this society
and the mere mention of this word throws
your genitals into a hormonal frenzy
to the point where you cannot break loose of the title
long enough to hear my words.

•

;PAIEBOPY MOVES,

Congratulations! Now the world's a better placenow you can walk through the streets of Paterson and
feel a little safer,
you can loosen the grip on your pocket-book and your
precious fake pearls.
Because now there is a PARENTAL ADVISORY sticker
on any CD'that dares to mentionthat forbidden word.
Now I can rest.
If our focus was directed on a goal that is significant
then perhaps we could have Utopia,
but what does it matter?
You stopped,listening after—
fuck.
Robert Ingenito

Encounter
Vestiges of golden rays vanish,
by the encounter with the night
and the shining stars.
Two silhouettes appears reflected
against the surface of a pond
where the rays of moon witnesses
the lover's encounter
that wish to remain in each other's
arms,
for a lifetime.
Sandra Morales

A NYC NIGHT OF Poetry
11 Monday

j

MORTY SKLAR: 25th Anniversarjof The Spirit That | GRISELLE + OPEN
!
Moves Us Press
j 8 p.m. $7. Edwin's Cafe, 181 East 111th Street
4:30 p.m. Free.Caffe Greco, 79-0 37th Avenue,
I Hosts: Raul Maldonado & 3 Generations. Info: (973)
Jackson Heights, Queens. Info: (18) 426-8788;
j 831-0405.
msRlar@mincispring.com.
i
MICHAEL LALLY & MAGGIE DUBRIS
8
p.m. $7, $4/students, $3/membs. Poetry Project at
A WOMAN OF NO,IMPORTANCE
.
j
6:15 p.m. Free. The New York Pulic Library for the j St. Mark's Church, 131 East Tenth Street. Info: (212)
Performing Arts at the Irish Repenry Theatre, 132
I 674-0910.
West 22nd Street. Info: (212)642)142;
j
www.nypl.org.
' ' ' ' 1 14 Thursday
POETS HOUSE HOLIDAY BOOK SALE! Come One,
AN EVENING w/GARRISON KEILOR
! Come All
6:30 p.m. $55. The Algonquin's Spken Word,
\ 11 a.m.-7 p.m. Free. Poets House, 72 Spring Street..
Algonquin Hotel, 59 West 44th Steet. Info: (212)
Info: (212) 432-7920"
840-6800.
..
;
..
ANYTHING GOES!
JONATHAN SIEGAL+OPEN
Jacob Jaffee (novelist), 1.2:00 p.m.; Michael Gray
7:30 p.m. $3. Saturn Series at Reival, 129 East 15th (Biographer), 12:30 p.m. WNYE-FM (91.5).
Street. Hosts: John Chism, Bill Due, & Su Polo. Info:
•bill@poetrycentral.com.
NICHOLAS ROERICH PRIZE: KATE LIGHT & BILL
KUSHNER
DAVID TRINIDAD, JEFF CONWA; & GRETCHEN
7 p.m. $call. The New 14th Street Y, 344 East 14th
PRIMACK
Street. Info: www.rattapallax.com.
8 p.m. Free. Reading Between A nd B, 510 East
Eleventh Street. Co-directors: Mehan Cleaty &
Poetry & Mentorship: GALWAY KINNELL, RITA
Jonathan Thirkield. Info:
GABIS, & SHARON KRAUS
meghan@terrestrialgroup.com.
7:30 p.m. $7. Makor, 35 West 67th Street. Host: Eve
Grubin. Seating ltd. Tkts & info: (212) 601 -1000;
JOI BROZEK & STEVE FRIED
www.makor.org.
8 p.m. $7, $4/students, $3/membs Poetry Project at
St. Mark's Church, 131 East TentrStreet. Info: (212)
EL YERUSHALAYIM - World Premiere w/Leon
674-0910.
.........
Botstein & the American Symphony Orchestra
8 p.m. $25. Benefit-Gala for the JCC at Alice Tully
Hall, Lincoln Center, 65th & Broadway. Info: (212)
12 Tuesday
580-0099; www.jccnyc.org. '
ANYTHING GOES!
Jacob Jaffee (novelist), 12:00 p.rrt Michael Gray
(biographer), 12:30 p.m." WNYE-F/I (91.5). ;
BOB. JACOB
•
12 p.m. Free. The Spirit That Mous Us Press at the
Gotham Book Mart, 41 West 47thStreet. Info: (718)
426-8788; msklar@mindspring.ccn.
'
THE POETRY BEAT/MUSIC ROCM: GEORGE
PORGIE & JAY CHOLLICK + ORN
7 p.m. $3. The Music Room at VCS, 272. West Tenth
Street. Hosts: Viviana Grell, Frar; Robinson, Jf., &
Eman Rimawi. Info: (212) 946-436. .
ROBERT MEERTINS & FRED AFCOLEO + OPEN
7:15 p.m. Free. Writer's Voice at te West Side
YMCA, 5 West 63rd Street. CuraH: Lynn Gerber.
Info: (212) 875-4124.
HOLY! HOLY! HOLY & CRUEL: ETER TRACHTENBERG& ANN POWERS
8 p. m. $12. The Kitchen, 512 W6t 19th Street. Info:
www.thekitchen.org; (212) 255-593.
HOMOTEXT: WAYNE KOSTENBOJM & CAROL
MASO
8 p.m. $5/TDF. Dixon Place, 309 East 26th Street.
Info & reservations: (212) 532-156; www.dixon-place.org.

13 Wednesday
POETS HOUSE HOLIDAY BOO* SALE! - Members'
Private Sale
'
4-8 p.m. Free. Poets House, 72 ^ring Street. Info:
(212)432-7920.
ROUGH CUT: WRITERS ON THl EDGE - Jonathan
Ames & Amanda Davis
7:30 p.m. Free. KGB Bar,-85 Eas Fourth Street. Info:
(212) 580-0099; www.jccnyc.org.

I 6 p.m. $6, includes 1 drink. Cornelia Street Cafe\ 29
I Cornelia Street. Host: Dean Kostos. Info: (212) 989I 9319; mayos2000@aol.com.

I.

j
1
j
|
I
|
I
{

PABLO ROSENBLUETH + OPEN
6 p. m. $5. The Knitting Factory, 74 Leonard Street.
Host: Yictove! Info: www.poetz.com;
www.cafemo.com.
CHINESE POETRY & MUSIC: Read by Christopher
Cartmill & Ben Wang
7 p.m. Free w/Museum admission. "The Embodied
Image: Chinese Calligraphy" at the Astor Court, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1000 Fifth Avenue. Host:
Richard Pegg, Independent Scholar. Info: (212) 5703807.
NICOLE BLACKMAN: BLOODWORK
8 p. m. $12. The Kitchen, 512 West 19th Street. Info:
www.thekitchen.org; (212) 255-5793.

17 Sunday
EUGENE RING & JUDI COHEN + OPEN
1 p.m. $3, + $3. Moroccan Star Restaurant, 205
Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn Heights.. Hosts: Evie Ivy &
Tom Oleszczuk. Info: (718) 789-3943.
OUR UNORGANICIZED READING (O.U.R.): All spoken words welcome/No time limit/No list/No features/No B:S.
3 p.m. $3. ABC NO RIO, 156 Rivington Street; Series
curators: J. D. Rage, Bob Hart, Carl Herr, Peter
Kerns, & Bruce Weber. Info: (718) 638-2927.
DEBBIE BRANCH & WILLARD GELLIS + OPEN
3:15 p.m. 1 drink min. Back Fence, 155 Bleecker
Street. Host: Brigid Murnaghan. Info: (212) 475-9221.

NICOLE BLACKMAN: BLOODWORK
•
8 p. m. $12. The Kitchen, 512 West 19th Street. Info:
www.thekitchen.org; (212) 255-5793.

15 Friday

|

POETS HOUSE HOLIDAY BOOK SALE! Come One,
Come All
11 a.m.-7 p.m. Free. Poets House, 72 Spring Street,
Info: (212) 432-7920,

WOMYN' S VOICES: THE CUNT & CUT CLUB +
OPEN
•
'
3:30 p.m. $3. Center of Life, 208 West 30th St.,
Room. 201.. Hosts: Viviana Grell, Eman Rimawi, &
Beth Terrence. Info: (212) 946-4356.

I
j
MIREYA PEREZ + OPEN
i
5 p.m. $3. A Gathering of the Scribes at Tribes, 285
j
East Third Street. Info: (212) 674-3778;
www.tribes.org.
GEORGE DICKERSON + OPEN j
7 p. m. $5, The Pink Pony, 176 Ludlow Street. Info: I
OPEN + SURPRISE GUEST
/
www.poetz.com; www.rattapallax.com.
, I
5 p.m. $3. A Gathering of the Tribes at Tribes, 285
East-Third Street. Info: (212) 674-3778;
,
c
NICOLE BLACKMAN: BLOODWORK
i
www.tribes.org.
8 p. m. $12. The Kitchen, 512 West 19th Street. Info: i
www.thekitchen.org; (212) 255-5793.
j
VERONICA GOLOS, KAREN ZUSMAN, GOLDA
SOLOMON.-& ANGELO VERGA
LONG SHOT #23 - VETERAN POETS SALUTE THE j
6 p.m. $6, includes 1 drink. Cornelia Street Cafe, 29
YOUNGER GENERATION
I Cornelia Street. Host: Donna Cartelli. Info: (212) 989Pedro Pietri, Rodrigo Ortiz, Keith Roach, Felice Belle, j 9319; brnxpoet@idt.net.
Daisy Fried, Kathe Izzo, Steve Cannon, & Many
j
More! 10:30 p.m. $7. St. Mark's Poetry Project,
j
. Second Avenue & Tenth Street. Hosts: Danny Shot, i
Nancy Mercado, Lynne Breitfeller, & Andy Clausen. • j
Info: (201) 792-7563; www.longshot.org.
i
• I

16 Saturday

I

POETS HOUSE HOLIDAY BOOK SALE! Last
Chance!
,
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Free. Poets House, 72 Spring Street,
Info: (212) 432-7920.

j
j
j
j

C. S. GISCOMBE & JULIANA SPAHR
"
4 p.m. $4. Segue Reading Series at Double
Happiness, 173 Mott Street. Two'-for-one happy hour.
Info: Segue Foundation, doublehapreadings@att.net.

j
i
]
|

GREEK AMERICAN WRITERS' ASSOCIATION:
OPENl

j

Cafazzo. retntn&syeu tfiot

December 15

day.
Do you know YOUR rights?
THE BILL OF RIGHTS
The First 10 Amendments to the
Constitution as Ratified by the States
December 15,1791
Preamble •
Congress OF THE United States
begun and held at the City of New York, on Wednesday
the Fourth of March, one thousand seven hundred and eighty nine.
THE Conventions of a number of the States having at the time of their adopting the Constitution, expressed a desire, in order to prevent misconstruction or abuse of its powers, that further declaratory and restrictive clauses should be added: And as extending the
ground of public confidence in the Government, will best insure the beneficent ends of its institution
RESOLVED by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America, in Congress assembled, two thirds of bod\
Houses concurring, that the Mowing Articles be proposed to the Legislatures of the several States, as Amendments to the ConstituKon
of the United States, all or any of which Articles, when ratified by three fourths of the said Legislatures, to be valid to all intents and
purposes, as part of the said Constitution; viz.:
ARTICLES in addition to, and Amendment of the Constitution of the United States of America, proposed by Congress, and ratified by
the Legislatures of the several States, pursuant to the fifth Article of the original Constitution.

Si^'WHEN'SPTA?"You have the right
i to remain silent."
"I'm writing a letter to the President."

rated PG." "I'm old enough to vote.

DISCRIMINATION!"
TOTIPAffl"It's"THAT'S
unconstitutional'.- «gHE'S A PUBLIC
COM YEP
DEFENDER/'

"I'll say what "lrefu»to
1 want t o say." onswer."

"Are you going
to the meeting?"
"Equal Opportunity Employer."

EVERY DAY YOU
USE THE
BILL OF RIGHTS
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believe
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"A man's home is his castle''
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For 200 years the Bill of Rights and subsequent amendments have secured our freedoms as
Americans. In fact, these constitutional rights have
. become such a part of our everyday life that we

tend to take them for granted, which is unfortunate because without them, you would not even
have the freedom to read this ad, nor would we
have the freedom to run it.

THE CONSTITUTION • THE WORDS WE LIVE BY.
THE COMMISSION ON THE BICENTENNIAL OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION'
INVITES AIL AMERICANS TO CELEBRATE "THE BILL OF RIGHTS AND BEYOND" IN 1991,
FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: THE CONSTfTUTION. WASHINOTON. P.C. M006-3W9.

Amendment I
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances.
Amendment II
A well regulated Militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the
right of the people to keep and bear Arms shall not be infringed.
Amendment III
No Soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered in any house, without the consent of the Owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by
law.
Amendment IV
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and
no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons
or things to be seized.
Amendment V
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime,
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising
in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of
War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to
be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public
use, without just compensation.
Amendment VI
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime
shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation;
to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process
for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the Assistance of Counsel for
his defence.
Amendment VII
In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty
dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury,
shall be otherwise reexamined in any Court of the United States, than according to the rules of the common law.
Amendment VIII
Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel
and unusual punishments inflicted.
Amendment IX
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed .
to deny or disparage others retained by the people.
Amendment X
The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by jt to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
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A letter from Perry Odak, President
and CEO of Ben & Jerry's

December 7, 2000
Dear all,
Thank you for yur concern about
Ben & Jerry's. As Preslent and CEO of
Ben & Jerry's for the let four years it has
been my pleasure to wrk with 800 people
Who are passionate abut this company
and its unique mission to create great
products and sound eonomic returns while
including a concern forhe local, national
and global community i the day-to-day
operation of the busin6s. This core set of
values is what has mae the company so
successful over the yers and what made
the company so appeang to Unilever.
Having gone through tb merger process
step-by-step, I can assre you Unilever is
also committed to this ision for the future
of Ben & Jerry's.
The merger agreemnt itself is, in my
view, unprecedented irthe care and attention it gives to Ben & Jrry's independence
and the preservation oits values. Just to
.give you some exampls, for the foreseeable future:
* The company will reiain Vermont-based.
* The company will cctinue to buy its milk

and cream from
the family farmers of the St.
Albans Dairy
Cooperative.
"Thecompany .
will continue to
use rB,GH free
dairy products
and to pay a premium to the St.
Albans
Cooperative for
rBGH free milk.
* The. company
will continue with
its Eco-Pint made from unbleached paper
and with its progress toward a completely
compostable container.
.
* The company will continue the expansion
of its unique PartnerShop Program where
Ben & Jerry's franchise stores are owned
and operated by non-profits.
* The company will continue to support
progressive sociat change work through its
employee-led Foundation and Community
Action Teams active at each of its five sites.
(Unilever has made a minimum ten-year
commitment to $1.1 Million per year for philanthropy.) •
* The company will continue its commitment to suppliers like the Greyston Bakery
in Yonkers, New York that in addition to providing much needed jobs, also supports the
many vital community programs of the
Greyston Foundation.
•
Plans for 2001 already approved by
Unilever, include all of the above projects
plus the introduction of a couple of great
new flavors with licensing agreements that
actualize our social mission. These are
KaBerry KaBoom to benefit KaBOOM!, a
nonprofit that builds safe playgrounds for
disadvantaged children and Apple Crumble

and Island Paradise to support the Tom
Joyner Foundation in its work providing students with scholarships to the Historically
Black Colleges and Universities.
May I also take a moment to answer the
specific points raised on a website that is
independent of Ben Cohen. The Unilever
and Ben & Jerry's agreement, signed by
Ben Cohen, includedan agreed procedure
to select a new CEO- Unilever followed this
procedure to the letter. As I've said, I
believe Yves Couette is the best person to
lead the company.
We will continue to look at producing an
organic line, but the time is not right at the
moment, Long before Ben & Jerry's merger
with Unilever the company looked at the
possibility of an organic line and decided
not to proceed. That decision .was based on
the fact that our product is rBGH-free and
our market research showed that customers
did not see the value added in organic ice
cream especially with the higher price
required. Even though we have not introduced an organic product we have
launched The Vermont Dairy Farm
Sustainability Project whose purpose is to
reduce the adverse impact of dairy farming
on water supply.
As already noted, the alternative supplier
relationships the company has are preserved in the merger. Before the merger the
company had reached the conclusion that
adding alternate suppliers whose businesses are start-ups and/or who are reliant on "
Ben & Jerry's as their sole or primary customer is not a sound model for social justice. We cannot control the life cycle of a
flavor in the marketplace. When a flavor
sale rate declines, as it usually does, the
impact can be ruinous for a small business
without significant other customers. We will
continue to look for opportunities to achieve
social justice in our procurement activities,

10:20am
Nggin Toppers <
$12.93

but the model must be sustainable.
• With regard to "Fair Trade" ingredients.
Never in the company's history has it used
certifiably fair traded ingredients. As you
know our products are primarily dairy based
and all our milk and cream is rBGH free
and comes from the family farmers of the
St. Albans Cooperative. You may wish to
review our annual social performance
assessment which is available at our web
site(www. benjerry.com) for a fuller discussion of our supplier relationships.
On the social audit, Unilever is already
reviewing its global corporate social responsibility program, and Ben Cohen visited the
company's headquarters in London to talk
about the next steps. Finally Unilever has
deposited $5 million for Ben's Venture
Capital Fund. As the fund is for Ben and not
Ben & Jerry's Homemade Inc. it has no
connection to the company.
It is regrettable that, despite.these facts,
Ben has concluded the social mission is in
jeopardy under the merger. In my view
there is no reason "to reach such a conclusion. I have spent many hours with the
recently announced new CEO, Yves
Couette, and I can assure you he is com-,
mitted to preserving and enhancing Ben &
Jerry's unique mission. He is well suited to
leading Ben & Jerry's as an independent
company within the Unilever framework. His
most recent experience was doing exactly
that with an ice cream company Unilever
had acquired in Mexico.
The strongest testament to the company,
and to its founders is the carrying on of its
social mission even with change. There are
many keepers of the flame at Ben & Jerry's
- our staff, our franchisees and our business partners, all of whom care deeply
about the company and its values. As
Unilever has said, let us judge them by their
actions. Perry D. Odak

11:38am
«> Boards N* Stuff
$49,95

3:17pm
Tfu Music Shack <•
$19.95
8:18pm
> Quickrite Pharmacy
$2.99

TOTAL ACCESS TO YOUR MONEY.
WHAT YOU DO WITH I t IS UP TO YOU.

The

Fleet

Student

Banking

Package.

More than 3,W0 Fleer ATMs Fleet HomeLink " online hanking. And the qo-anywhere-do-anything Total Access Card It can be all yours
with the Fleet Student Banking Packaqe. Plus free stuff Just sign up and get $20 off when you spend $100 or more at bigwords com.
Call 1-800-CALL-FLEET (1-800-225-5353) or stop by a Flpet branch today

The Beacon
Mixed drink of the

week

Food • Drink

Christmas
Cookies
Knock You Naked
Brownies
•1 package German chocolate cake
mix (18.5 oz)
•1 cup chopped nuts
•1/3 cup + 1/2 cup evaporated milkdivided •
•1/2 cup melted butter
•60 vanilla caramels unwrapped (one
•14 oz package)
•1 cup semisweet chocolate chips
In a large mixing bowl, combine dry
cake mix, nuts, 1/3 cup evaporated

Xmas Eggnog

12 egg whites
12 egg yolks
1 1/2 cups sugar
3/4 cup rye whiskey
12 egg whites
3/4 cup brandy
1/2 cup rum
1 to 2 cups heavy cream, lightly whipped
Garnish: ground nutmeg
DIRECTIONS:
Beat the egg whites until stiff, gradually adding in 3/4 cup sugar.
Set aside. Beat the egg yolks until they are thick and pale and add
the other 3/4 cup sugar and stir in rye whiskey. Blend well. Fold
the egg white mixture into the yolk mixture and add the brandy
and the rum. Beat the mixture well. To serve, fold the lightly
whipped heavy cream into the eggnog. (If a thinner mixture is
desired, add the heavy cream unwhipped.) Sprinkle the top of the
eggnog with the nutmeg to taste.

milk and melted butter. Press half of
the batter into the bottom of a
greased 13x9x2 inch glass baking
dish. Bake in a preheated 350
degree oven for eight minutes.
In the microwave or top of a double
boiler melt caramels with remaining
1/2 cup evaporated milk. When
caramel mixture is well mixed, pour
over baked layer. Cover with chocolate chips. Chill for about an hour or
until the caramel is hard. Press the
remaining batter on top of morsels.
Return to oven and bake 28 minutes
(or less for gooier brownies). Let cool
before cutting.

Snickerdoodles
Cookies
•1 C. Shortening - part butter.
•1-1/2 C. granulated sugar
•2 eggs
•2-3/4 C Flour
•2 tsp. cream of tartar
•1 tsp. soda
•1/4 tsp salt
•2 tbsp. colored sugar
•(or 2 tbsp. gran sugar + 2 Jsp. cinnamon)

INSTRUCTIONS
Heat oven to 400 degrees
Mix shortening, 1-1/2 cups sugar,
and eggs thoroughly. Blend flour,
cream or tartar, soda and salt add
to wet mix. Make 1" dough balls.
Roll in colored sugar. Place 2"
apart on baking sheet. Bake 8-10
min. These cookies puf up at first
then flatten.
Makes 6 dozen cookies

"-ft*

Gingerbread Cookies
•6 cups sifted all-purpose flour
•1 teaspoon baking soda
•1/2 teaspoon baking powder
. .
•1/2 pound (2 sticks) unsalted butter
•1 cup dark-brown sugar, packed
•4 teaspoons ground ginger
•4 teaspoons ground cinnamon
•1 1/2 teaspoons ground cloves
•1 teaspoon finely ground black pepper
•1 1/2 teaspoons salt
•2 large eggs

•1 cup unsulfured molasses
INSTRUCTIONS
In a large bowl, sift together flour, baking soda, and
baking powder. Set aside. In the bowl of an electric
mixer,, cream butter and sugar until fluffy. Mix in spices
and salt, then eggs and molasses. Add flour mixture;
combine oh low speed. Divide dough in thirds; wrap in
plastic. Chill for at least 1 hour. Preheat oven to 350 F.
On a floured surface, roll dough 1/8-inch thick. Cut into
desired shapes with cookie cutters. Transfer to
ungreased baking sheets; refrigerate until firm, 15 minutes. Bake 8 to 10 minutes, or until crisp but not darkened. Let cookies cool on wire racks, then decorate as
desired.

Chocolate Chip
Cookies
•1-1/2 C. sifted flour
•1 tsp. salt
•1 C.shortening (part butter for flavor)
.
•3/4 C. firm pack brown sugar
•3/4 C. granulated sugar
•2 eggs
•1 tsp. soda, dissolved in 1 tsp. hot
water
•1 C. nutmeats
•1 pkg. chocolate chips
•2 C. Mother's Oats
•1 tsp. vanilla

Turn

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Heat oven to 375 degrees.
2. Cream shortening and sugars
together.
3. Add eggs, soda and water, and
vanilla.
4. Combine flour and salt, add to
mixture.
•
. •
5. Add nutmeats and oats.
6. Add chocolate chips.
7. Drop by level teaspoonful onto
baking sheet.
8. Bake 10 minutes (should be soft
when removed)
9. Makes about 4 dozen.
h,
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Tl6 B e a c o n Application for unpaid but rewarding position
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Fsition Requested:
Owrlter*

{^Photographer

CJproofreeder

UCartoonist

LJlllustrator

LJGraphic Designer

Osection Editor (Inquire about availability)
•P o t h e r

l

' ' • ' ' •••••:'

,

What do you enjoy writing?
Please read and sign:
'• •'
am applying fora non-paid position with
The Beacon, the independent student-run newspaper at William Paterson
diversity. I agree to abide by the policies and procedures of The Beacon as set
rth in the Beacon's constitution and under the direction of the Editor-in-Chief or
h/her designated assistant I understand that failure to comply with the terms of
The Beacon's Constitution and policies set forth and/or directed by the
Editor-in-Chief or his/her designee is cause for dismissal from The Beacon.
Date

Signature

1 submit this application:
• # HAND DELIVER
The Beacon Office, Student Center Room 310
• H SNAIL MAIL
The Beacon, 300 Pompton Rd., SC 310, Wayne, NJ 07470

I
I
I
I
I
I « H
I
I
I
I
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FAX: 973-720-2093
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NEWJERSEYNETS

•

Student Discount Offer!
Show your Student ID at the
Continental Airlines Arena Box
Office and get a discount off your
ticket purchase.
Every Day Price

Student Price

jUSflT

$25

LOWER LEVEL

$20

UPPER LEVEL

$10
SEATS AVAILABLE FOR ALL SELECTED GAMES
"

NBA
ALL-STAR 2001
Logontonjnets.com
to vote for your
favorite Nets players.

Nov. 28
Dec. 2
Dec. 6
.Dec. 8
Dec. 10
Dec. 12
Dec. 17**
Dec. 23**
Dec. 26
Dec. 28
Jan. 6
Jan. 9
Jan. 11
Jan. 17
Jan. 20**
Jan. 31

Utah
Orlando
Milwaukee
Phoenix
Dallas
Minnesota
Sacramento
Miami
Atlanta
Boston
Golden State
Philadelphia
Orlando
Washington
Chicago
Detroit

7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
7:30pm

Feb. 4 * *
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 25
Mar. 5
Mar. 20
Mar. 22
Mar. 28
Apr. 1 .
Apr. 3
Apr. 8**
Apr. 13
Apr. 17

Philadelphia
Atlanta
San Antonio
LA Clippers
Toronto
Washington
Milwaukee
Vancouver
Boston .
Denver
Houston
Charlotte
Indiana
Cleveland
Chicago

' ™

For More Details Call 1-800-7NJ-NETS

njnets.com

THE WILL TO WIN

I

6:00pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
1:00pm
7:30pm8:00pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
7:30pm
1:00pm
7:30pm
7:30pm

•Quantities are limited and subject to availability. Offer ends on 4/13/01. Not valid on existing
tickets or in combination with any other offers.
* 'Limited .inventory on $50 seats
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TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
DONOHUE, M.D.. .
DEAR DR. DONOHUE: Could you
please explain the
causes and problems,of brain
tumors? My son,
now 52, is terminally ill with one. He
has a recurrence of
a tumor removed in
1990.1 know that I am losing him. I would
like to understand so I can face this better. —
L.B.
ANSWER: No one can tell you the cause of
brain tumors. No one knows. The problems of
brain tumors can be summed up in one word
- their location. Symptoms arise due to the
portion of brain directly involved with the
tumor and due to those
'
parts of the brain indirectly involved — parts
distant from the tumor
but subject to the pressure of an enlarging
mass in a rigid, bony
container — the skull. _
In North America
this year, more than
100,000 people will discover they have a brain tumor. Of that number, 75 percent will have cancers that have
spread to the brain — metastasized — from
organs far from the brain. Cancers of the
lungs, breast and colon, as well as
melanomas, often'find their way to the brain.
The remaining 25 percent are tumors that
arise directly from brain cells or cells that support brain cells.
Frequent headaches, especially those that
are there upon wakening from sleep, are a
prominent symptom of a brain tumor. Brain
tumors often create vision problems. Seizures

are another clue to brain tumors.
'
I've dwelt on malignant brain tumors '
because I believe your son has such a tumor.
There are other brain tumors — benign — that
are more readily treated with great success.
Meningiomas are examples of those tumors.
You, your son and all readers with an interest in brain tumors ought to turn to the
American Brain Tumor Association for the latest in treatment and for information on where
to obtain support. The number is (800) 8862282.
*

*

*

'

•

•

'

"

'

DEAR DR. DONOHUE: The report on my
last chest X-ray came back with the remark
that my lungs are "hyperinflated." What does
this- mean? Does it have anything to.do with
emphysema? I am 73. - E.B.
ANSWER: A chest X-ray report that states
the lungs are hyperinflated is an indication pf emphysema.
Don't let that throw
you. A chest X-ray
of almost all 73year-olds, could §ay
the lungs are hyperinflated. A touch of
emphysema comes
with aging. It's
called senile emphysema — not a delicately"
worded phrase. This kind of emphysema
rarely causes any symptoms. It's not like the
emphysema that comes from smoking.
Furthermore, chest X-rays are not the most
reliable tests for emphysema. Breathing tests
are.

Brain Tumors
Raise Pressure
Within the
Skull

Dr.Donohu'e regrets that he is unable to answer
individual letters, but he will incorporate them in
his column whenever possible. Readers may write
him at P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475.

(NAPSA)-Sometimes all it takes is a change of heart and lifestyle-to. reduce
your risk of heart disease and stroke, says The American Heart Association.
The organization suggests starting with these simple steps:
• Schedule time for physical activity. Walking briskly three or four times a
week for just thirty minutes can help condition your heart, control your
blood pressure and increase HDL-your good cholesterol. Even being active
for ten minutes, three times a day brings benefits. You don't have to be in a
formal exercise program; just move.
• No if s and or butts-stop smoking. Smoking greatly in-creases your heart
disease risk arid your rislj for other diseases such as cancer and emphysema
as well.
•
Get regular medical checkups
^and follow your doctor's advice.' If
you need medication to control your
blood pressure, cholesterol, blood
sugar or for something else, take it ,
exactly as prescribed.
:
•
It's never too late to lower
your cholesterol levels. Research has
shown that lowering your cholesterol
can lower your risk of heart disease.
•
Focus on HDL-good cholesteral. Keep total fat intake (mainly
monounsaturated fats) within 3"0 percent of daily calories.
• Eat a sensible diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol. Include plenty of
fruits, vegetables, whole grains and low-fat or fat-free milk products. Look
for the American Heart Association's heart-check mark on products identifying foods that participate in and meet the nutritional criteria of the association's Food Certification Program.
• Excess weight is a risk factor for heart disease. To- avoid weight gain, balance the calories you take in with those you burn up.
•Drink only moderate amounts of alcohol (it has been suggested one drink
daily for a woman, two for a man). This raises HDL levels and lowers heart
disease risk.
With nearly four million volunteers, the American Heart Association is the
largest voluntary health organization fighting heart disease, stroke and other
cardiovascular diseases which annually kill more than 950,000 Americans.
Learn more about the role of diet and nutrition in lowering your'risk for
heart disease and stroke by calling the association for free information,
including the booklet "Shop Smart With Heart" at 1-800-242-8721, or visit the
AmericanHeartAssociatipriWebsiteatwww.americanheart.org.

OF H^ART

Sorrietimes, we do have the opportunity to make choices. Improving one's
lifestyle can help improve heaith.

pain as soon as they feel one coming on," says Dr. Moore. "I
advise my patients to carry medication with them and keep it
in their car or office, For people who require prescription
medications, there are several new ones they can learn
about from their doctors.
"And of course, see a doctor if your headaches become
more frequent or severe," advises Dr. Moore.
The "Are We There Yet?" Headache (travel),
' '
Planning ahead during the holiday season may help you
'Solution—Consider the easiest routes to travel to friends or : avoid a headache.
,
'
relatives. Avoid noisy and crowded forms of transportation.
•The "Decoration Overload" Migraine (twinkling lights)
Solution—Avoid bright or flashing lights from holiday decorations. Instead hang
mistletoe or create
beautiful centerpieces
for your home with
winter fruits and festive foliage.
J30 Tassaic Street, §av§MM$(973)249-1100
* (973)241
•The
"Be
Everywhere"
headache (lack of
sleep)
Solution—Prioritize
during this busy holiday season. Pick and
choose a few fun
activities and get plenty of rest.
•The
"Overactiye
Perfume
Counter
Spritzer" headache
(smell)
Solution—Rather than
using colognes or perfumes, fill your home with lightly scented candles for a fragrant and festive aura.
•The "Eggroll Hprs d'Oeuvres" Migraine
(M.S.G.)
Solution— Instead of snacking on M.S.G.—
GetontheSunboardfor the
laden appetizers, fill your plate with alternative
Need a Gift Idea?
goodies from the buffet table.
Tanning Ride of your Life '
•Gift Certificates
Besides avoiding personal triggers, there is
more good news for headache sufferers, espeCHECK STORE FOR HOLIDAY SPECIALS •Gift Baskets
cially for those who suffer from migraines. "New
• Special Packages
research shows that many people can help
Up To 50% Off Select LOTIONS •Stockings Staffers
stave off migraines by taking something for their

i HAPPY,

HeADA(He-FRee
(NAPSA)—As the holidays approach, people across the
nation are looking forward to twinkling lights, festive music,
sweet treats and an extra dose of family visits. But for many,
these favorite holiday traditions can also bring on an unwelcome threat of headaches and for some, even a debilitating migraine headache attack.
Most people suffer from the
occasional headache and an
estimated
25
million
Americans—75 percent of
whom are women—experience
much more severe migraine
headaches. No matter what the
type, however, experts now
know that headaches can be
triggered by foods, beverages
or other lifestyle factors.
According to Donnica Moore,
MD, founder of the Sapphire
Women'.s Health Group, each
headache sufferer has his or
her own combination of personal headache triggers, which can
be increasingly difficult to avoid
during the holiday season.
"Although the holiday season
is undeniably a happy time, it
can actually be very painful for headache sufferers," says Dr.
Moore. "Not only are many headache triggers more preva• lent, but many of these triggers are unfortunately associated
with some of the most festive holiday traditions, such as
good food, wine and travel."
To avoid turning into a grinch this holiday season, Dr. Moore
suggests the following solutions to prevent some of the most
common holiday headaches:
•The "Last Minute Shopping" Headache (stress)
Solution—Reduce stress by planning ahead as much as
possible by making lists and shopping early before the
stores are crowded.
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State of the Art
Tanning Facility
that sets the
Standard for
others to follow!
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"We should find a safe behind
one of these."

MAMA'S BOYZ BY JERRY CRAFT
CHECK iTOOTStS. AN
0F1E6A IWt) DELUXE
ACTION FIGURE FOR
'WRELL'

THE SPATS BY JEFF PICKERING

"Are you guys crazy?! It's freezing
out here!"
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ARE HEADING"
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OUT ON A LIMB

BY GARY KOPERVAS

"I think your approach to nude figure painting
is a bit juvenile."

BUTCH AND DOUGIE BY ALEX HOWELL
R6MEM86R, BuRH ,„ I P Vou
STEPOMA CMCK^OM'U.
^REAK VOUR MOTHERS'

got up for something and now I can't
remember what it was."
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fixtures.

Burns toast.
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Thank you for a
greatsemester.
Remember that
next semester will
be evenbetter!

Most gifts are pretty unimaginative. A toaster makes toast. A blender just
blends. And some gifts, no one knows what they're supposed to do. ,
But giving Savings Bonds now can make a difference for the future—:to
help with expenses like college tuition or that first car. They're available
through most banks, where you work, or automatically through the new
Savings Bonds EasySaver"" Plan at
www.easysaver.gov.
Call 1-8OO-4US BOND for
cr.*tln0 N
recorded rate information.
" w c"nSfs!xvixi.aa

'SAVINGS
.BONDS

For complat* Information about U.S. Savings Bonds,
visit our Web slto at www.«avlng»bond».ifov.
aerrice of tihia

me ewrowN. TOM KT
The Beacon;
Jacob Clavelowc
Matt Harabin
Alii Chavanon
Brandon Broderick
Tim Walsh
Rob Ingenito
Joelle Caputa
Max Ellis
Voula Papadoupoulis

Change goes in.
Change Gomes out.
Year-round, The Salvation Army takes the money you give and uses it to make
wonderful changes all over the country. Last year alone, we assisted over 26 million individuals
in a variety of ways. We supplied food to the hungry, clothing and shelter for the homeless,
sent children to summer camp, provided relief for disaster victims across the country, and much
more. Of course, we can't make our contribution without yours. So give to The Salvation
Army now and throughout the year. We promise, you'll get change back.

NEED KNOWS NO SEASON.

How TO PAY
All
classified ads
1-20 words for
must be paid in
one issue is $6.50, - advance, unless
each additional 10 you have an
account with the
words $1.00
paper.
RATES

Beacon
Classifieds
Ad Sales

etc.

DEADLINES

SEND ADS TO:

Classified ads
must be received
by [2:00 p.m.,
Friday before
publication.

The Beacon

300 Pompton Rd,
SC3I0
Wayne, NJ 07470

Email:
beacon@student.
wpunj.edu
Checks or money
orders payable to

The Beacon

Attn: Classifieds
Fax: 720-2093

Extra dough now, have a job through

-computer skills are a must!
next year! • Come work for the * • • * • • * • • • • • * • •
Child Care
*
Hours are flexible, Mo'n.-Fri.
largest environmental organization
Our office is located at 810 Belmont in NJ. $400-$500/week. F/T and
Ave. North }Haledon, across the P/T available, 2PM to 10PM, M-F.
*
*
street
from back entrance of WPU. Travel
and
Career
P/T Receptionist/Bookkeeper
Flexible hours in optometrist office. Should you have any questions opportunities/internships availAfter school Sitter Wanted Pompton Plains. Will train. 839- please call me. My office hrs. are. able. 973-259-1551
Positions Available
from Mon.-Fri. 9AM-4PM 423-5609
For Next Semester
0 6 2 6 . • ' • • . .
Imme4iately foi•
Cashier/Stock Clerk
Energetic, non-smoking babysitMa4 Scientists.
P
a
r
t
T
i
m
e
/
R
e
c
e
p
t
i
o
n
i
s
t
/
Be
part
of
our
team
at
the
New
•
ter wanted for one or more Week- Part Time Clerical
* • • • • * • • •
Bookkeeper flexible hrs. in super PartyFair T Bowl Center,
day afternoons
in Upper College students welcomed.
*
Ma4
Science
of
North
Central
*
Optometrist Office Pompton Plains Hamburg Tpk. Dan 973-633-0999
Wayne
Corp.
headquarters
assist
*
New
Jersey
is
currently
looking
J
will train 839-0626
Part Time
or 732-777-7332.
r
in MIS' Dept. Must have basic
.o work 1-4 hours £
15-20 hrs. a wk. Childcafe Position
• for students
office skills and computer knowla
week
teaching
science
*
Looking for a mature responsible edge. 10-15 hours flex per week.
#1 Spring Break Operator! Stressed Out By Fears, Anxiety,
p
classes
t
o
ki4s.
person to help care for 3 yr. old M-F 9-5. Call ALan Baker at
Check out our website for the best Phobias and University Demands
Excellent pay-including
and infant in my Montville home. Horizon Personal 973-334-1800.
www.overcominganxieties.com
deals! www.vagabondtours.com
•training!!
Must provide own transportation
Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, If you have any questions, please
•
and references. Call 244-0323
call
me
at
201-934-0686
or
201-934Florida. Group Organizers EARN
*
Telemarket
FREE TRIPS and CASH! Call 5295
*Love Working with chll4ren?
Days/eves
local,
friendly,
light
Montclair to assist 5th grader with
today! 1-866-VAGABOND
Have full-time accesstoa carf £
• *• Have
Take Over Lease
homework and drive to soccer ' computer 201-612-9055 of 973-616an outgoing personality? J
Chevrolet '00 Cavalier Sport Coupe
practice. Much free time for your 8367
Nursing/Special
- Under warranty. 10K mi. $300 * if you answered yes to these ^r
own studies. Must have own car.
ED ./Psychology Majors
down, $220/month for 2 years. * questions, give (is a call at £
Can start now or next semester, Earn Cash.
call 275-2391 before 5PM or 744- Bennigans on Rt. 46 E by Target is Earn while you learn! Part time 973-809-8659
•
1975; 244-1880.
*
now hiring hosts, servers and bar- opportunities in residential facility
7698 after 7:30PM
*
*
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
tenders. Come work in a fun envi- and group homes for people with
disabilities.
Part-Time Work.
Make a ronment that offers flexible sched- developmental
Difference! We need students ules for students. Apply in person Located minutes from WPU.
A J A HBSIE R AMT R I I P M I M P 0 R T
Flexible schedules. Call Jayne
interested in working directly with 7 days 2-4 p.m.
ICIOIRIEB I|R| I|SBR1U|L|EMM|AIS|H|ITE|
Press
or
Debi
Albertini
for
more
two affectionate, high-functioning,
info. Eastern Christian Children's
mildly autistic young children. Make Your Own Hours..
Learn a gentle yet highly effective Sell Spring, Break 2001 trips. Retreat, 700 • Mountain Ave.
verbal behavior technique to teach Highest commissions, lowest Wyckoff, NJ 07481 201-848-8005
BOO
mmam nnnm anmui
language to these communication- prices. No cost to you. Travel free Fax 201-847-9619. ,
I ClA|Hj£
challenged children. Call Cesar including food, drink and non-stop
201-488-4917
QQBE3 HEIHI3 E1QQ E3IIS
parties!!! World Class Vacations. Typing Services
Term
Papers,
Thesis
Papers,
IslolvWwlAIT|T|NIO|W|M|Y|i
nhi i
2000 Student Travel Planners "Top
•QB
VMSSk EIBE1D DEH3Q
Childcare Needed
Producer" and MTV's Choice Resumes , Reports, etc. 973-283ll|*
|E|L|A|wlA|R|
lFjH
In my Kinnelon home 3 days a (Spring ..break Cancun. Party 8662 ask for Cheryl
In i In i
il
- week 8AM-4PM for a 6 month old. Program). 1-800-222-4432
I I
I
Brass
Best
Free
Global
Business
call 973-492-6411 before 9:00PM
|E|N|T|S|C|Q|N|E|SI
Opportunity: for college students.
email lindab@crusoe.net
Flexible Hours
As seen in Entrepreneur Magazine.
EIDOEIEI
Local co has 19+ immediate open- www.LD.net/DomCo
A R M A O
H E RmjM A N AIMIP fcH fc
Music Teachers!
T E N|T
E L L | I N T
ings.
Good
weekly pay.
•N • E• A C1BQ
sE R
Seeking outgoing motivated musi- Scholarships available for all
E M M Y|T A S K|T E S T
E R N E S T
Need Money-for Holidays?
H
cian for young children's music
majors. Fun Environment. Call
classes. Also seeking music theory today 10-5. Paramus 201-291-9090,
teacher. 973-248-8191
Parsippany 973-541-0122
§ell display advertising in The
Beacon. Fully corrunissionable. Call
Ryan at 720-3264. -

Babysitter Needed
In Pompion Plains Wednesday 6llPM other days as needed very
well behaved children ages 3-11,
no diapers. Prior child care references a must. Must be a nonsmoker and have own transportation. $8 an hr. call Tammy 973- •
831-8270

Employment
Opportunities
Immediate openings
For enthusiastic, creative people
who enjoy working with children
and young adults. Fine or performing arts and computer skills held at
a premium. Boys and Girls club of
paterson Youth Services • 973-2793055 eve.

Employment

Fraternities* Sororities*
Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $l,0Q0-$2,000 this quarter
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales
required! Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at 888-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

HOT DOG or I! HOT DOG or
HAMBURGER I; HAMBURGER
When you purchase I! When you purchase
Two at Regular Price !! Two at Regular Price
Pickup, Delivery or Pine In.
Cannot be combined w/ any other offer.
Mention coupon when ordering.
With coupon. Good thru 10/30/00.

I1
Pickup, Delivery or Dine In.
| . Cannot be combined w/ any other offer.
, |
Mention coupon when ordering.
il
With coupon. Good thru 10/30/00.

$2.00 OFF

Retail Sales
Part-Time
Specially Toy Store Day, Evening
& Week-end hours available for
holiday help, call 973-694-0777
The Gifted Child, Preakness
Shopping Ctr.

;ANY PURCHASE;
! $10.00 or MQRE'
I
•

Pickup, Delivery or Dine in.
Cannot be combined w/ any other offer.
Mention coupon when ordering.
With coupon. Good thru 10/30/00.

j
,
|
1

Students Needed
FT/PT Clerks, • D.E, Word
Processing call 201-612-9055
or 973-616-8367
Part-Time Employee
The Job will include the following
-follow up calls
-light office work (typing, filing,
answering phones, making copies,

Belmont Grilljust had their grand Opening on
May 12th (from left to right, top row) the owner
Ray Kayal and his three sisters Amy, Wendy and
Robin welcomed NY Giants Jason Whittle, Mike
Rosenthal and Derrick Engler, also Ray's father
Joe and brother Todd,

Tuesday Night
5-9pm

Thursday Night
5-9pm

9 9 0 HOT DOGS

9 9 0 HAMBURGERS

856 Belmont Ave., North Haledon • 4 2 7 - 3 6 4 7 * Hours: Mon.-Sat. 11-9.'

Good Luck on Your Final
DAY MONDAY—FRIDAY: UNDERGRADUATE
SCHEDULED
EXAM TIME

FRIDAY
12/15/2000
DAY1

•

CLASS MEETS
OR MULTISECTION
:

8:00am10:30am

11:00am1:30pm

WF 12:30pm

2:00pm4:30pm

"S

CLASSMEETS

CLASSMEETS

CLASSMEETS

CLASS MEETS

MW 11:00am
WF 11:00am
MF 11:00am

• '•

THURSDAY
12/21/2000
DAY5

TUESDAY
12/19/2000

. MW 8:00am
. WF* 8:00arn
. MF 8:00am

WF9:3Qam

DAY3

WEDNESDAY'
12/20/2000
DAY4

MONDAY
.12718/2000
PAY 2 ;

MW 2:00pm
WF 2!00pm
' MF 2:00pm

TR 8:00am

MW 9:30am .
MF 9:30am

TR 11:00am

MW 12:30pm
MF 12:30pm

TR 12:30pm

TR 2:00pm

MW 3:30pm ,
WF 3:30pm '
MF 3:30pm

TR3:30prh

.

TR 9:30am

.

•

•

'

•

'

•

*

FRIDAY
12/22/2000
DAY 6

fhiscfay ~
will be ,
used in
the following
manner
Conflicts

EVENING, SATURDAY & SUNDAY: UNDERGRADUATE/GRAD.
FRIDAY
12/15/2000.
.DAY1
CLASS
MEETS OR
MULTISECTION
5:00pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
10:30pm

.•

r SATURDAY.
12/16/2000
DAY 2
• CLASS
MEETS

8:00amlO^Warn'.
fi^Oanv
1:40pm**
2:00 pm4:40^^**

. SUNDAY.
12/17/2000

.DAY3

.:;

CLASS
•, MEETS

laOOpnv
2:40pm

TUESDAY
12/19/2000
DAY5

MONDAY
12/18^000
DAY 4

CLASS
MEETS

' GLASS
MEETS

.

.

5:0X)pm7:30prri
8:CK)pm10:30pm

,

WEDNESDAY
12^0/2000
DAY 6
.

THUBSDAY
12/21/2000
DAY 7

CLASS
MEETS

5:00pm7;30pm

5:00pn>
?:3Qpm

8l00pm-.
10:30pm

8:00pm10:30pni

,
"

FRIDAY
12/22/2000
DAY 8

GLASS
MEETS

CLASS
MEETS

5:0Qpm. 7:30pm

This day
will be
used in
the following
manner '
Conflicts

8:00pm10:30pm

If class session begins at 4:15pm, 4:45pm^^or 5:3dpm, examination time is 5:00pm-7:30pm.:
.
.
.
If class session begins at 7:00pm, 7:30pm or 8:25pm,'examination time is 8:00pm?-10:30pm.
.
„
_
If an evening class meets two times each-week, examination should be given during the first meeting time in accordance with the above
'outlinedschedule.
'"
'
' •
>.:
•
••„ '..•'.
'
If course meets only once per week, exam isto be given in the scheduled time block or on Friday maJte up day. Call the office of the Registrar
for room assignment.
.
••'••'.
'
' '•
"
'
; . '
.
*AII Saturday classes which meet from^^8:0dam-10:40am wH! offer exams during this period.
,
', . .
"AIISaturday.classesthatmeetfrom10:50anfv1:30^willdffer©xarnsduringthisperiod.
;-.".':.\
\
***AII Saturday classes that meet frorn^ 2:00pm-4:i|Wpfn will offer exams during this period.
:
..
V
Instructors that teach classes on Sunday are requested to contact the Office of the Registrar to schedule a room for an exam (973) 720-2S99.
MULTI-SECTION: A multi-section exam Is defined as an agreement by faculty who teach more than one section of the* same titled course to
offer cme collective exam for those sections. To offer a coliectiwexam requires departmental approval.
* .
SPLIT ROOMS: Courses meeting in split rooms (different rooms each day of the class session) should give their exam in the room used oil the
first class day of the week,
..
:
;
,
.

